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ABSTRACT

The increasing popularity ofdigital image processing together with better performance of
modem imaging devices puts astringent requirement on the video-rate analog-digital(A/D) inter
face. Modem CCD imaging devices can easily achieve more than 12 bit dynamic range, which is

essential for complex image processing algorithms to maintain a reasonable SNR after process

ing. These developments make high-performance video-rate A/D interfaces a critical component
in modem image processing systems. The objectives ofthis research are twofold: CO to examine

the theoretical limitson suchan A/Dinterface and(u) to arrive at solutions in orderto implement

ahigh-performance video-rate A/D converter inscaled CMOS technology.

Based on our study, the pipelined architecture with self-calibration capabilities has been

shown to be an effective solution. This architecture combined with a differential input sample-

and-hold(S/H) can effectively maintain the distortion at a sufficiently low level even when

clocked at video rates. To show the feasibility of this scheme, a 13 bits 2.5M sample/sec A/D

interface occupying 25 mm2 ofdie area in 3um CMOS was designed and fabricated. Afully dif

ferential architecture isused; only a 2-phase. non-overlapping clock is required. It consumes 100

mW and has an input capacitance of4 pF. A1 urn CMOS version isexpected to achieve video

speed C15 MHz).

This thesis arrives at three main conclusions. First, pipelined architectures with self-

calibration capability are of interest for high-performance video-rate CMOS A/D conversion

applications because they simultaneously provide high throughput, high resolution and low

hardware cost Second, the differential S/H investigated in this work canprovide lowoffset and

low charge injection error and achieve low distortion even for high frequency input signals.

Third, the main disadvantage ofthis scheme is the requirement ofahigh-performance (both high

gain and high speed) operational amplifier which becomes the principal design issue.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivation

With the rapid advancement of digital computer technology, the recent trend in telecom

munication and signal processing industry is to implement as much function as possible with

digital implementations in order to reduce the cost and increase the reliability. But, the real

world is inherently analog, so an interface between the analog signal and the digital computer

becomes acritical signal path. An analog-digital interface samples the continuous-amplitude ana

log input and converts it to a discrete-amplitude digital representation, which can then be pro

cessed bythe digital computer. A good example of these applications is avideo image process

ing system shown in Fig. 1.1, which consists of an imaging device, an anti-aliasing filter, an

analog-digital interface and adigital processing or storage unit The image is first transformed to

electrical signal by the imaging device and the out-of-band noise is removed by the anti-aliasing

filter. This filtered analog waveform is then converted to digital representation by the analog-

digital interface and subsequently processed or storaged digitally.

Imaging

Device

Anti-Aliasing

Filter

Processing

or Storage

Analog-Digital Interface

Fig. 1.1 Video Image Processing System

Conventional analog-digital interfaces for video applications have an 8-bit resolution and

clocked at 14.32M sample/sec. But due to the improvements in CCD imaging devices and

increasing complexities ofimage processing algorithms, higher resolution is preferred. Amodem



CCD imaging device can have as wide as 16 bit dynamic range and exhibit exceUent linearity. In

addition, modem image processing algorithms tend to lose acouple ofbits in dynamic range due

to the accumulation of quantization errors. These trends on the imaging devices and the image

algorithms demand ahigher resolution interface between the imaging device and the processing

unit The objectives ofthis research are twofold, first, to examine the possibility ofcombining

pipelined architectures with self-calibration techniques in CMOS as a solution for high-

performance video-rate analog-digital interfaces; second, to explore various sample and hold

(S/H) topologies to achieve simultaneously high speed and low distortion.

Currently, most video-rate analog-digital interfaces are implemented with flash or two-step

flash architectures in Bipolar or CMOS technologies. They can achieve 8-10 bits resolution and

20M sample/sec throughput But, to achieve higher resolution, laser trimming is needed, which

is quite expensive. An alternative approach combines pipelined architectures with self-

calibration techniques in CMOS technology will be described in detail in this thesis. With 1urn

CMOS technology, this approach can achieve more than 12 bit resolution at 20M sample/sec. In

addition, it can surely combine with the digital processor on a single CMOS chip, thus further

reduce the cost and increase the reliability.

An analog-digital interface consists of an input S/H circuit and an analog-to-digital (A/D)

converter. The input S/H circuit samples the analog input, while A/D converter converts the sam

pled signal to digital representation. To achieve high-resolution at video speed, three problems

need tobesolved. First, S/H circuit must have good linearity even with high frequency input sig

nal. Second, A/D converter must be fast enough to achieve video-rate. Third, linearities on A/D

converter need to be maintained in spiteof process variations.

1.2 Thesis Organization

Performance limitations on high-resolution video-rate analog-digital interfaces are

presented in this thesis. Chapter 2evaluates the performance of various S/H circuits. In particu

lar, the effect of charge injection and switch nonlinearities are investigated in detail. Chapter 3

describes pipelined A/D converter architectures, which can achieve video-rate with reasonable

power consumption and silicon area. To maintain good linearity, self-calibration techniques and



calibration algorithms are described in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the design ofaprototype ofa

13-bit 2.5M sample/sec self-calibrated pipelined A/D converter is described in detail. Some

experimental results are presented in Chapter 6. Conclusions and a summary of the research

results are given in Chapter 7.



CHAPTER 2

PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS IN

MOS SAMPLE AND HOLD CIRCUIT

2.1 Introduction

An analog-digital interface consists of asample and hold (S/H) circuit and an Analog-to-

Digital (A/D) converter. The performance ofthe interface is only as good as the weakest ofthese

two components. Because the interfaces for video systems usually have aresolution of8-10 bit,

the impairments of the S/H circuit can usually be neglected at this level ofaccuracy. Great pro

gress has been made in implementing 8-10 bit video-rate A/D converters with reasonable power

consumption and silicon area.[l,2] But as the resolution increases, the imperfections inherently

associated with the S/H circuit can no longer be ignored. Care must betaken indesigning aS/H

circuit for high-resolution video-rate interfaces in order to fully utilize their capabilities. This

chapter discusses the advantages and disadvantages ofvarious CMOS S/H circuits. The objective

is to address the needs for low-cost high-performance S/H circuit to pave the road for future

development in high-speed, high-resolution analog-digital interfaces. Section 2.2 and Section 2.3

give terminology and background on CMOS S/H circuit Section 2.4 to Section 2.7 describes four

different CMOS S/H topologies. Section 2.8 summarizes the conclusions and present simulation

and calculation results.

2.2 Nonidealities of the Sample and Hold Circuit

The function of a S/H is to sample the analog input at a particular instant, then hold the

sampled signal for some period to allow digitizing of the sampled signal by the A/D converter.

Both the sampling instant and the hold period are determined by an external hold clock. In real

ity, the S/H must track the input signal first before the sampling can take place. Therefore, the

S/H function is actually implemented as a T/H(T/H) circuit Figure 2.1 shows the input and



output waveform ofan ideal T/H. The input is sampled at the rising edge ofthe hold clock, then

held for the entire period of the hold clock. An ideal T/H circuit can accurately track the input

waveform instantaneously and also hold the sampled signal indefinitely. In reality, the T/H cir

cuit is implemented with aswitch and astorage element The input and output waveform of a

real T/H circuit is shown inFigure 2.2. It suffers from quite a few nonidealities. These nonideali-

ties and their effects onthe performance of the T/H circuit will bediscussed in the following sec

tions.

^

tracking

input

t

k

.

ouiput

hold hold tracking

Fig. 2.1 Input and Output Waveform of an Ideal T/H Circuit

2.2.1 Acquisition Time

A real T/H circuit uses a switch that has finite resistance and hence the bandwidth of the

T/H circuit is limited. The T/H output cannot change states instantaneously due to this finite

bandwidth. A finite acquisition time is therefore required before the T/H circuit can track the

input This acquisition time Taq is modeled as astep response ofasingle pole RC network.

where x is the time constant of the T/H circuit and b is the number of bits resolved. Thus, the

acquisition time is expressed as:

T^ = (fc+1) x Inl 0-2)



Fig. 2.2 Input and Output Waveform of aReal T/H Circuit

The acquisition time is linearly proportional to the number ofbits resolved and the time constant

of the T/H circuit

2.2.2 Tracking Error

Unlike the ideal T/H circuit the output of areal T/H circuit cannot track the input exactiy.

This difference between the input and the T/H output is called a tracking error. There are two

components in the tracking error. The first one is due to the finite bandwidth ofthe T/H circuit

This component introduces amplitude attenuation and phase shift to the T/H output Its effect is

equivalent to alinear RC filter inserted in front ofan ideal T/H circuit and its input-output rela

tionship is represented as:

Vo(J2nf) _ 1
-V7UWT " 1+/2JC/T

(2.3)

where z is thetime constant of the T/H circuit and / is the input signal frequency. Although this

component is input frequency dependent, nevertheless it represents alinear filtering of the input

waveform and does not introduce nonlinearity and distortion. This is not true for the second

component which is due to the nonlinear nature of the switches used in the T/H circuit This

second component introduces nonlinearity and distortion to the T/H output and can be trouble

some for high-resolution applications. We will discuss how to minimize these adverse effects
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with various techniques in later sections.

2.2.3 Aperture Time, Aperture Time Modulation and Aperture Jitter

At the instant of the sampling transition, a real T/H circuit cannot respond immediately,

therefore there are some delays between the hold clock edge and the actual sampling action. This

delay interval is called aperture time Ta. Assuming Ta is small, its corresponding error, aperture

errorEa can be approximated as:

where Ta is the aperture time and -Of- is the input slew rate. Afixed aperture time only affects
the sampling phase of the input signal and is not amajor concern in most applications such as

waveform quantizer. On the other hand the aperture jitter, which is the random variation of the

aperture time, will greatiy affect the performance of the T/H circuit The resulting T/H output

with aperture jitter is modeled as phase modulation of the original input signal by the aperture

jitter. This modulation results in the dispersion of the original signal and degrades the perfor

mance of theT/H circuit The sources for the aperture jitter come from thenoise inherendy asso

ciated withthehold clock. Therefore, care mustbe taken to minimize any interaction between the

hold clock and other digital clocks or noise sources. In addition, there is another imperfection

which comes from the sampling switches themselves: the tum-off instant of the switches in the

T/H circuit is a function of the input signal amplitude and slew rate. This aperture time modula

tion by the input signal introduces nonlinearity and distortion to the T/H output and becomes a

major limitation on the T/H circuit. Overall, if the aperture error resulting from aperture jitter

and aperture time modulation exceeds ±4LSB for maximum input slew, the T/H circuit is of

limited use for signals with frequency components close to the Nyquist frequency.

2.2.4 Transition Error

At the instant of the sampling transition, the T/H circuit also suffers from the transition

error introduced by the nonideal tum-off characteristics of the switch. In CMOS technology, this

corresponds to the channel charge injection when aMOS switch is turned off. There are also two



components in the transition error, one is a fixed charge injection error which is independent of

the input signal amplitude and slew rate and can be treated as aDC offset. This can usually be

ignored or canceled out in most applications. The second component is a signal dependent

charge injection error. It will contribute nonlinearity and distortion to the T/H output Due to the

difficulty in modeling the tum-off characteristics ofthe switch, this error proves to be the most

difficult to analyze. Alarge portion ofthis chapter will address this problem and provide possible

solutions.

2.2.5 Droop

Unlike the ideal T/H, a real T/H cannot hold the sampled signal indefinitely. Instead, the

sampled signal suffers adroop due to the leakage ofthe switch and the storage element There

fore, the A/D converter needs to digitize the sampled signal before droop becomes significant

For video applications, droop can usually be ignored inmost cases without serious consequences

due to the high sampling speed.

2.3 Basic Aspects of MOS S/H Performance

There are several examples in the literature describing work dealing with the problem ofthe

MOS T/H circuit Sheu et al.[3] use aquasi-static approach to predict the charge injection in a

simple T/H circuit topology and get good agreement between the simulations and experimental

results. Wilson et al.[4] do extensive measurement on the same T/H circuit topology. All this

work is based on the premise of the single-ended top-plate T/H circuit topology with DC input.

The topology of a single-ended top-plate T/H circuit is shown in Fig. 2.3 with amore general

input signal Vpc+sit instead of a DCinput

In ahigh-resolution video-speed A/D converter, static DC behavior is inadequate to evalu

ate its performance. Analysis and calculation on the dynamic behavior of the T/H circuit is of

utmost important if the full potential of avideo-speed A/D converter is to be explored. All the

study in the literature has so far concentrated on the static DC behavior only. The performance of

the T/H circuit under dynamic condition; that is, fast moving input has not yet been study exten

sively. It is our intention to concentrate on amore general analysis capable ofhandling both the
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Fig. 2.3 Single-Ended Top-Plate T/HCircuit

DC and fast moving input The simple T/H circuit topology shown inFig. 2.3 has been the core

ofall study on the charge injection problems. In this chapter, other topologies ofthe T/H circuit

will also be discussed, these include the single-ended bottom-plate T/H circuit differential

bottom-plate T/H circuit and an improved differential bottom-plate T/H circuit using single sam

pling switch.

Section 2.4 to Section 2.7 analyzes and discusses the operation and corresponding perfor

mance of these T/H circuits. The objective of these study is to establish general guidelines for

the design ofMOS T/H circuits and pave the way for future high-performance video-rate A/D

converter. We start with explanation of the circuit operation with idealized components, follow

by an approximate analysis. A more accurate calculation using quasi-static switch model[5]

described in the next section is presented in the Appendix A-C. Finally, Section 2.8 discusses the

calculations and simulation results and draw useful conclusions which form general guidelines

for the design of MOS T/H circuit.

2.3.1 Quasi-Static Model for the MOS Switch

In this section, we will describe a quasi-static model proposed by Sheu[5] for the MOS

switches. Fig. 2.4 shows adistributed equivalent circuit for aMOS switch biased in the linear

region.

In order tosimplify the analysis, we make the following two assumptions:

(1) no chargepumping to the substrate,
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Fig. 2.4 Quasi-Static Switch Model

(2) the falling rate of the gate voltage ismuch larger than the potential change rate along the

dV0conduction channel, i.e. —-£- » £•

For agiven technology, (1) isareasonable assumption for devices with minimum channel length.

By definition (2) isthe condition for quasi-static and is satisfied as long as the gate are falling fast

enough.

We can write a KCL equation for an internalnode as

* =-CoxWdy^^- ~~ -Cox^Wdy (2.5)

where V(y) is the surface potential of the channel at position y, Cox is the oxide capacitance per

unitarea and W is the width of the switch. Integrating Eq(2.5) from 0 to y, we obtain:

dV0I(y) = /(0) - Cox^f-Wy

and from the KVL equation of aninternal node, we obtain:

dV =£$-I<yW

=%-[/(0) - Cox^-Wy]dy

(2.6)

(2.7)

where Rch is the resistance of the channel per unit square. Integrating Eq. (2.7) from the source
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(y=0) to thedrain (y=L), we get the following expression for V*

V* =V(L)-V(0) =^/(0)L - Cox^-^-1^

7(0) - ^(WfL) -^f-
#cA

W7

C„ <W (2.8)

where G*=^^- is the conductance ofthe switch and Cg =WLCox is the gate capacitance ofthe

switch. Since /,=/ (0), from Eq.(2.8) we have

h =GasVas+^^g-

Also 7d=^(L), from Eq. (2.6) we have

/ n <Wg r ., Cg dVg

Because ^-»^-, Eq. (2.9) and (2.10) can be approximated by

/, =G^+^-^F
1. dt

Id =G*V*--%--%-

%-*<* Zjr+Coi
Is

^—QVS

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

Gds

Fig. 2.5 Equivalent Circuit ofaMOS Switch in Linear Region

These two equations are represented by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2.5. The gate
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capacitance is evenly distributed between the source and the drain nodes. This switch model will

be used throughoutthe calculations in this chapter.

A simple model will be used for the MOS switch in the saturation region, where we assume

all the channel charges —\cg V* are dumped into the source side. Fig. 2.6 shows the equivalent

circuit of a MOS switch in saturation region.

I

Id

^ol -*rCg+Col I

->—°vs

Fig. 2.6 Equivalent Circuit of aMOS Switch in Saturation Region

2.4 Single-Ended Top-Plate T/H Circuit

Asshown in the previous section, Figure 2.3 shows the most usual topology ofthe T/H cir

cuit implemented inMOS technology. It consists ofasampling capacitor Cs inseries with apass

transistor and avoltage follower. When the switch is tumed on, the voltage across the capacitor

tracks the input At the instant of sampling, the switch turns offand the input voltage is stored on

the sampling capacitor Cs. A voltage follower isolates the sampled voltage from the loading of

the output Since the switch turns offwhen Vj-V,=Vt» itcan be shown that the aperture time and

the sampled signal are nonlinear functions ofthe input signal and clock fall time. In addition, the

channel charge of the pass transistor will introduce an offset to the sampled signal, this offset is

also signal dependent. The following sections discuss an approximate analysis. Because this cir

cuit has been study extensively and performs much worse than the following three T/H circuits,

we will skip the detailed calculationshere.

2.4.1 Approximate Analysis
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A simple approximation is used to demonstrate the effect ofthe aperture time modulation of

the single-ended top-plate T/H circuit Assuming the input voltage is Vpc+Sit and the gate vol

tage is VH-sg t, where Vdc is the input DC voltage at t =0, st is the input signal slew rate and sg

isthe fall rate of the gate voltage. Assume V*<zVgs-VT, the conductance ofthe switch is

G =T =kT-(y»"vDc-VT) =hWH-Voc-VT) <2-13>

where Pn=*77 and me time constant ofthe T/H circuit is

- _ Cs+Cp _ Cs+Cp (2.14)

From Eq. (2.2), the acquisition timeof theT/Hcircuit is

r <7,.uiYr/«9 - (b+\)(Cs+Cp)ln2 (215)To, =(*+l)x/n2 - p^^IVoc-Vr) U' ^

andthe voltage across the switch at f=0 is

where weassume the T/H circuit already reaches steady-state at f=0. The following assumptions

are used to approximate the real T/H circuit

(1) the T/H network already reaches steady-state when the sampling switch turns off;

(2) the channel charge injection from the switch is ignored;

(3) the switch turns off at time t=Ta when it enters the saturation region, i.e.

Vg (Ta )-Vd (Ta )=VYVa). where Ta isthe aperture time;

(4) the switch conductance is G at f=0 and remains constant when the switch is in linear

region. Once itenter the saturation region, the switch conductance becomes 0.

Under these assumptions, the sampled voltage can be calculated inthe following two cases:

(A) Positive input slew rate, i.e. si > 0

Since j,- >0, from Eq. (2.16), we have Vr > 0 and Vd<Ta')F&i<Ta>sVDc+SiTa. Therefore

Ta canbe calculated by the following equation

Vg(TayVd(TayVT = VH-SgTo-iVDc+SiTayVT = 0 (2.17)
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thus

Ta =^-(Vir-Var-VT) (2'18)

From Eq. (2.18), the aperture time Ta is not aconstant Instead, it depends on the input signal

amplitude Vdc , input signal slew rate si and gate fall rate sg. This aperture time modulation by

the input signal and clock waveform introduces nonlinearity and distortion. The output voltage

can be calculated as

Vo(Ta) = Ve(Ta) = Vi(Ta)-Vr(Ta)

= Vdc+ SiTa-Vr(0)

=Vdc +tV(V//'Vdc"Vt) " Vr(0)

• !g%TVDC +lfk-(VH-VT) " MVh-Vdc-Vt)

=sjisfVoc +̂ [vh-Vt^Vdc+IGb-^^

where we use the fact that Vr (Ta )=Vr (0) from the assumption (4) and y is the body effect factor

and <£>£ is the magnitudeof the substrate build-involtage.

(B) Negative input slew rate, i.e. si < 0

Since st < 0, from Eq. (2.16), we have Vr <0 and Vd(Ta>Vc(Ta>Vi(TayVr(Ta) by the

same argument as inst >0case. Therefore Ta can be calculated bythe following equation

Vg(Ta)-Vd(Ta)-VT = V8Cra)-Vi(Ta>*Vr<Tm>-VT

= VH-SgTa-(VDC+SiTa)+Vr(OyVT = 0 (2.20)

thus

Ta =Ti5r[vw-Vix:-VT+Vr(Q)] (2-21)
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As in the st >0case, the aperture time Ta is not aconstant Instead, itis afunction ofinput sig

nal amplitude Vdc, input signal slew rate 4 and gate fall rate s8. The output voltage can be

expressed as

Vo(Ta) = Vc(Ta) = Vi(Ta)-VATa)

=Vdc +j^[^-VDC-Vr+Vr(0)] " Vr(0)

irkrV<x +J^W"-^ - h^&iVH-SDc-VT)

= -?&—Vnc +J,+5; ^ J*+.S

- A^£^rvH-Vo;-Vr.^Vix;+2^-V2^)l "! (2.22)
From Eq. (2.19) and Eq. (2.22), the voltage sampled on the sampling capacitor is anon

linear function of the input signal amplitude Vdc . input signal slew rate si and the gate fall rate

sg. Therefore, offset gain error and nonlinearity are introduced to the output by this T/H circuit
Detailed analysis ofsingle-ended top-plate T/H circuit is available from many sources [3,4]. We

will skipthe detailed analysis of thisT/H topology.

2.5 Single-Ended Bottom-Plate T/H Circuit

As shown in the previous section, the output ofatop-plate T/H circuit is anonlinear func

tion ofthe input signal amplitude Vdc . input signal slew rate j,- and gate fall rate s8. To improve

the performance ofthe T/H circuit abottom-plate topology can be used, which removes the non

linear dependence on the input signal amplitude Vdc from the T/H output Figure 2.7 shows a

single-ended bottom-plate T/H circuit, which consists ofasampling capacitor Cs, an integrating

capacitor C/, sampling switch Mi, pass transistor M2 and some other switches. To avoid the

nonUnear dependence on the input signal amplitude Vdc .Mi is used as asampling switch instead

ofM2as inthe top-plate case. The operation of this T/H circuit isdescribed below.

Atthe beginning, both M\ and M2are closed and integrating capacitor Cj is connected to

ground and the voltage across the sampling capacitor tracks the input. At the end of $1, the

•j^r [VH-VTr*JVDc+2<l>B -V20T)]
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VDC+Sit*

+Ve-

v,JK

Fig. 2.7 Single-Ended Bottom-Plate T/HCircuit

sampling switch Mi turns off. Since the sampling switch Mi is connected to ground, there is no

nonlinear dependence on the input signal amplitude Vdc in the charge sampled on the sampling

capacitor Cs when the sampling switch turns off. Phase <h+, adelayed version of$1, is then used

to tum offpass transistor M2 and close the loop. Therefore, whatever charge was sampled on the

sampling node at the time Mi turns off, is transferred to the integrating capacitor C/. This com

pletes the T/H operation. An approximate analysis of this T/H circuit is described in Section

2.5.1, followed by amore accurate calculation in Section 2.5.2.

2.5.1 Approximate Analysis

i
CS

VDC+Sit°-

+vc

:£mi VL

Fig. 2.8 Single-Ended Bottom-Plate T/H Equivalent Circuit
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Fig. 2.8 shows an equivalent circuit of the single-ended bottom-plate T/H circuit The pass

transistor has beeneliminated for ease of calculation, because once the sampling switch Mi tums

off, the sampling node is floating and charge sampled on the sampling node is fixed and will not

be affected by the subsequent operation ofthe other switches. We can choose alarge pass transis

tor M2 to reduce the effect of nonlinear resistance and impedance mismatch. Thus, the pass

transistor can be eliminated from the calculation without serious effects. Follow the same

approach as inthe top-plate case, the conductance of the switch is

G-1 - *7t(V"-Vt) =v*<y»-vT> - p»Vot (2-23)

where Vitt=Vh"Vt0 and Vr0 is the zero-bias threshold voltage. The time constant ofthe T/H cir

cuit is

*-*-**-T&F a24)
where Cr=Cs+C/+Cp is the total capacitance at the sampling node. From Eq. (2.2), the acquisi

tion time of this T/H circuit is

Taq =<fr+l*h2 =<£$£* (2-25)

andthe voltage across the switch Mi at f=0is

VP(0) =*§- . SiCs* - ^ C26)

The same assumptions are used to approximate this T/H circuit as inthe top-plate case. The sam

pled voltage can be calculated in the following two cases:

(A) Positive inputsignal slewrate, i.e.si > 0

Since j,- >0, from Eq. (2.26), we have Vr>0 and Vd(Ta)=Vr(Ta). Because the sampling

switch Mi tums off at t-Ta when it enters saturation region, where Ta is the aperture time, Ta

can be calculatedby the following equation

vg(Tayvd(TayvT = Vg(Tayvr(TayvTo

= Vn-sgTa-Vr(P)-VT. = 0 (2.27)
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thus

Ta =£[v«^rffl>] (2.28)

From Eq. (2.28), the aperture time Ta is a function ofthe input signal slew rate si and gate fall

rate sg. This aperture time modulation introduces nonlinearity and distortion to the T/H output.

Since the charge sampled on the sampling node at t=Ta will eventually transfer to the integrating

capacitor C/, the final T/Houtput voltage V0 can becalculated as

V --&-

=~^r|cs[vr(ra)-vt(ra)] +(C/+c,)vr(ra)

-^•[CrVriTa) - CSVi(Ta)\

'TI\CTi& "c*

-«i Vbc + *
VOT

^+i^-w}

CT
TC^!H7

,7 CS
~Si Sg^Vtrr

•«{ Vdc + *i
Vjw

- X
-..,2ft t

1 WJ,
(2.29)

where & is the charge sampled on the sampling capacitor C$, Ct=Cs+Ci+Cp is the total capa

citance at the sampling node and —^L isjust the gate fall time.
S8

(B) Negative input signalslew rate, i.e. si<0

Since st<0, from Eq. (2.26), we have Vr <0 and Vd =0. Therefore Ta can be calculated as

follows

Vg(Tayvd(TayvT = Vg(TayQ-vT

1

where VT=VT^Vr^2^B-^2^)=VT^r and X=Jf-(2<t>B f7 thus giving
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Ta =̂ -[Vir-Vr.-XVr(B)| (2.30)

From Eq. (2.30), the aperture time Ta is a function of the input signal slew rate st and gate fall

rate s8. This aperture time modulation introduces nonlinearity and distortion to the T/H output.

Since the charge sampled on the sampling node at t=Ta will eventually transfer to the integrating

capacitor C/, the final T/H output voltage V0 can becalculated as

V --&-

=-^H Cs[Vr(Ta) - V,^)] +(Cl+Cp)Vr(Ta)[

=-^\cTVr<Ja) - CSViUa\

^ w"CsSiCs

•«{ Vdc + *«*

Vdc + si

where —— is the gate fall time.

voc+fryrt-gfe

v*t Ct
~s7~ ~ "RTV5F - Sih

Cs
SgPnVHT

Vht
- z _ c.2y ft JL (2.31)

Eq. (2.29) and Eq.(2.31) can becombined together and rewritten as follow

V° = TH Vdc + *
VflT

- Z - [*2(1^*I*I(1-X)] -g-^-1 (2-32)
From Eq. (2.32), it can be shown that the T/H output voltage no longer depends on Vdc »but

is still afunction of si. The factor ^- is the gain of the T/H circuit The T/H output include a

DC term Vdc . a linear term s»- Vht

for si <0. The coefficient Vht

and anonlinear term s,-2-&~r- for *>0 or j.-^f
Or 5g ^r *g

of the 5,- term represents the difference between gate fall

time Vht and the RC delay z introduced by the finite bandwidth ofthe T/H circuit It does not
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introduce any nonlinearity or distortion. Of particular interest is the nonlinear term, which

includes two components; one isaquadratic function ofinput signal slew rate Si and the other is

an odd function of input signal slew rate Si. Both introduce nonlinearity to the T/H output and is

proportional to the factor -^-. Therefore, by increasing the clock fall rate sg or decreasing the

T/H circuit time constant x, we can reduce the nonlinear dependence onthe input signal slew rate

Si of the T/H output However, this is only a simple approximation: as the gate fall rate sg gets

faster and T/H circuit time constant gets smaller, other second order effects will come into play.

2.5.2 Detailed Analysis

A more accurate calculation of the single-ended bottom-plate T/H circuit is described

below. The following assumptions are used in the detailed calculation:

(1) no charge pumping to the substrate,

(2) quasi-static model of MOS switch in the linear region described in Section 2.3.1 is used

throughout the calculation,

(3) the remaining channel charge when the switch enters saturation region is all dumped to

the source side.

The calculation can be separated into two parts, the first part deals with the linear region of

the switch, while the second part deals with the saturation region of the switch. Fig. 2.9 shows an

equivalent circuit of the T/H circuit in the linear region. As in the approximate analysis, the pass

transistor M2 has been neglected to simplify the calculation. Assume the input voltage is

Voc+Sit and the gate voltage is VH-Sgt> where Vdc is the input voltage at t =0, st is the slew

rate of the inputvoltage and sg is the gate fall rate.

The procedure to calculate the final T/H output voltage is described below:

(1) write a KCL equation from Fig. 2.9 forthe sampling node,

(2) solve Vr as a function of time

(3) calculate the voltage across the sampling switch when the switch enter saturation region, i.e.

calculate Vr(Ta), where Ta is the aperture time
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ft

*>Vg=VH-stt

%-+£«

Fig. 2.9 Equivalent Circuit ofaSingle-Ended Bottom-Plated T/H in Linear Region

(4) dump theremaining channel charge to the source side

(5) calculate the final T/H output voltage using the result from (3) and (4)

To make the main body of this section more readable, the detailed calculation is described

inAppendix A.The results and conclusions are described below inthe following two cases:

(A) Positive input signal slew rate, i.e. Si >0

From Eq. (A. 19) inAppendix A,T/H output voltage can beexpressed as follow

Vo = V0» + SiV0l. + Si2V02¥ +*3V^ + - (2.33)

where V0<h is the term independent of Si, V0u is the coefficient of s-t, V0i. is the coefficient of st2
and V0 is the coefficient of s,-3. The subscript "+" indicates that the coefficients are for Si>0

o*.

case.

From Eq. (A.20), the DC term VO0t can beexpressed as

V = £- Vdc+-^-(Vt0-Vl)

+(ft+ft+c,) (1+^l)(^g!L^^/[V
-ci C7

X
T

- Cs\%-\vdc +Vo] (2.34)
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where Vw isthe input-referred offset due to the charge injection. From Eq. (2.34), we have

Vos =-&f-(Vr0-VL)
zr

Co/(Vr-VL) +^-^s^^erf

^ =-g-^-S-/*™

~a

^erf V? (2.35)

From Eq. (2.35), the first term in V^ is due to the clock feeddirough, while the second term is

proportional to zsg Sf-. Increasing the time constant of the T/H network or gate fall rate will

increase the offset.

From Eq. (A.22), the coefficient of Si2 can beexpressed as

(2.36)

where X=^2L is the ratio of the gate fall time ^- to the T/H network time constant z and
Kg S8

f+(X) is aweak function ofX. From Eq. (2.36), the coefficient V0l¥ ofSi2 is shown to be propor-

c
tional to zsg -*$-. The quadratic nonlinear term becomes

s^ - -^££/+ar) (2.37)

which is the same as the result obtained in Eq. (2.29) from approximate analysis except for the

factor/+(X). Since this nonlinear dependence is proportional to z and inversely proportional to

Sg, by decreasing the time constant z ofthe T/H network or increasing the gate fall rate sg this

distortion can be reduced.

(B) Negative input signal slew rate, i.e. Si <0

From Eq. (A.36) in Appendix A, we have

Vo = V0<h + SiV0l. + Si2V0„ +*3V„_ + - (2.38)

where VO0_ is the term independent of Si, V0|_ is the coefficient of Si, V„a_ is the coefficient of Si2
and V0j_ is the coefficient of s,-3. The subscript"-" indicates that the coefficients are for Si<0

case.
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From Eq. (A.39) in Appendix A,the coefficient ofSi2 can be expressed as

^ - -*-g-i£'-<*> (2J9)
where f-QC) isaweak function of X. The quadric nonlinear term becomes

s^ - -sih%Lj-«f-«) (2-40)

which is the same as the result obtained in Eq. (2.31) from approximate analysis except for the

factor fJX). Since this nonlinear dependence is proportional to z and inversely proportional to

Sg, by increasing the sampling switch size or gate fall rate sg this distortion can be reduced.

2.6 Differential Bottom-Plate T/H Circuit

As shown in the previous section, although the bottom-plate T/H circuit performs much

better than the top-plate T/H circuit its output is still anonlinear function of input signal slew

rate si and gate fall rate s8. To further improve the performance ofT/H function, adifferential

circuit isused instead. It will be shown inthe foUowing discussion that the differential circuit has

the advantage of first order cancellation of the charge injection error. The effectiveness ofthis

cancellation depends on the matching ofthe sampling capacitors, parasitic capacitors, sampling

switches and sampling clock waveforms. Fig. 2.10 shows adifferential bottom-plate T/H circuit

It consists of two single-ended bottom-plate T/H circuits driven by a differential input The

operation principle is the same as in the single ended case, however, the single-ended op amp is

changed to adifferential op amp. An approximate analysis ofthis T/H circuit is described in Sec

tion 2.6.1, followed by amore accurate calculation in Section 2.6.2

2.6.1 Approximate Analysis

In order to make the analysis complete, we will also include the effect ofmismatch ofcapa

citors and switches. Assume the sampling capacitors, integrating capacitors and "total" capaci

tors are (1±Aq)C5, (1±Ac,)C/ and (l±AcT)CT respectively, and the time constants, gate fall

rates, and Vht's are (liA^, (1±A,,)^ and (l±AVjfr)Vwr respectively. The differential T/H out

put voltage VQejt can be calculated by using the results from the previous section since the
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Fig. 2.10 Differential Bottom-Plated T/H Circuit

differential configuration is equivalent to two single-ended T/H circuit driven by Vpc+Sit and

-Vdc-Si t, respectively. The T/H output voltage can becalculated inthe foUowing two cases:

(A) Positive input signal slew rate, i.e st>0:

Since st >0, from Eq. (2.26), we have Vr >0 and Vr.<0. From Eq. (2.29) and Eq. (2.31), the

differential T/H outputvoltagecanbe calculated as foUows:

°*u ~~ °* °-

C5(l+AcJ
C/d+Ac,) Vdc+si

V/fr(l+AyJ
-td+Ax) _c,2

t(l+Ax) C5(l+Ac,)
« ^(1+A,f) Cr(l+Acr)

C5(l-Ac,)
Ciil-Ac.)

-Vdc-si
Vtfr(l-AVHr)

TttJ -x(l-Ax)
- ».. Td-At) C5(l-Ac,)

*'^(1-A,f) Cr(l-Acr)
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(1+Ac-Ac,)-^ VDc+Si (l+A^-A^^-^-Td+AO -(l+At-A^+Ac-Ac,)^2-^-^2 T Cs

-d-Ax+A^-Ac+Ac,)^^^x Cs(1-Ac+Ac,)-^ -VDC-Si (l-Av^+A^^-^-ud-Ax)

£M 2Vz)c +2*•M
Vwr

-[(l-X>Kl+X)(2AcJ-Ac/+Ar-A,f-Acr)] *2^-^ (2.41)

(B) Negative input signal slew rate, i.e st<0

Since s( <0, from Eq. (2.26), we have Vr+<0 and Vr_>0. From Eq. (2.31) and Eq. (2.29), the

differential T/H outputvoltage canbe calculated as foUow

Vo*// = *o+ v0.

Cs(l+*cs)
C/tt+Ac,) VDC+Si Sgd+\)

-td+Ax)
,„ X(l+Ax) C5(l+Ac5)

"Si^Sg(\+ASt) CrU+AcT)

C^d-Ac,)
C/d-Ac,)

-Vbc-^i **d-A,,)
-T(l-Ax)

, xd-AQ C5(l-Ac,)
~Si s8(l-*.g) Crd-Ac,)

-Ac,)£{= (1+Ac, V«?+* (l+Av^-A^p^L-rd+AO -d+Ar-A^+Ac-Ac^^xf-^-

C5- (l-Acs+Ac;)-^j -Voc-Si (l-A^+A^^-td-A,) -d-At+A^-Ac+Ac,)^2^-^-

=TT\ 2Vdc +2*
Vht

-[-(l-X>Kl+X)(2Acs-Ac/+At-A,f-Acr)] *2^-§" (2.42)

Combine Eq. (2.41) and Eq. (2.42) together, we got the foUowing expression for differential T/H

output voltage V0sf/
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z Cs_
8 ^T- ^^H

. il^I(2Acs-AC/+At-A,,--Acrk2^-^J (2.43)

Comparing Eq. (2.43) with Eq. (2.32), the coefficient ofsM is scaled sown by half and the

coefficient ofSi2 is now afunction ofmismatch, in the case ofperfect matching, Si2 term disap

pears. Both terms introduce nonUnearity and distortion to the output ofthe T/H circuit, however

the magnitude is smaller thanin thesingle-ended case.

2.6.2 Detailed Analysis

FoUowing the same argument as in Section 2.5.2 for the single-ended case, amore accurate

result can beobtained. The detail of the derivation isdescribed in Appendix B. In order tomake

the analysis complete, we wiU also include the effect of mismatch on capacitors and switches.

Assume the sampling capacitors, gate capacitors, integrating capacitors, gate-drain overlap capa

citors and "total" capacitors are (l±Ac,)C5, (l±Acf)Cg, (l±Ac,)C/, diAcJCo/, d±AcT)Cr

respectively, and the time constants, gate faU rates, and V^r's are (liA^t, (l±A,x)^ and

(l±AVliT)VHT respectively. The differential T/H output voltage V0m can be calculated in the fol

lowing two cases:

(A) Positive input signal slew rate, st>0

From Eq. (B.l) in Appendix B, the differential T/H output voltage can be expressed as

V.„/ =Vo, - Vo. =VO0 +SiV0l +Si2VQi +*3V„ +- (2.44)

where V0o is the term independent of st, VQ, is the coefficient ofst, VQ% is the coefficient of st2and

V„, isthe coefficient ofSi3.

From Eq. (B.2), we have

V.. = 2- «CS
o0 TT

CotVdc-KA^-Ac^CVt-Vi)

+2(ACi+^-^)^(,+%l)(%l)x,W^/[V|
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=2§-[voc +Vos]

where V«, is the input-referred offset and can beexpressed as

ColVos = (Ac^-Ac^^Vto-Vl)

+2(Acf+A^A,t-Acf)^(l+^^X^^^W^/ Vf
From Eq. (B.4), we have

Vo3 =-^^^(l+At+2ACs-AcrAcr-A,f)/+[(l-Avw+At+A,f)^

- x(l-At-2Ac5+AC/+Acr+A,<)/-[(l+AvOT.-At-A,,)X:j I

The quadratic nonlinearterm becomes

*/2V„a =-^|.^^^(l+At+2Ac,-Ac^^^

- x(l-V-2Ac,+Ac/+Acr+AJf)/_^(l+AVwr-Ar-A,f)X I

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

which is simUar to the result obtained in Eq. (2.41) in Section 2.6.1. Since this nonlinear depen

dence is proportional to z and inversely proportional to sg, by decreasing the time constant ofthe

T/H network orincreasing the gate faU rate sg the distortion can bereduced.

(B) Negative inputsignal slewrate, i.e. Si <0:

FromEq. (B.9) in Appendix B, we have

Vo = V0o + SiV0l +*2V„2 + Si*V03 + - (2-49)

where V09 is the term independent ofsit VQl is the coefficient ofsit V0% is the coefficient of s2 and

V0j isthe coefficient ofSi3.

From Eq. (B.7), we have

_ ,C5
V, = 2

TT
Vdc-KAc-Ac^-^-^-Vl)
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X
T+2(ACf+At+A,rAc,)^(l+-^^)(^^^V^^ V

= 2Cs%[vK +v.]

where Vos is the input-referred offsetand can beexpressed as

ColVo, = (AC--Ac,)^(Vt0-Vl)

+2(Ac,+At+AJf-Ac/)-^-(l+^:r 0/ )(^^A^sgy^erf >/
From Eq. (B.9) in Appendix B, we have

Vot =-^^^(l-At^+Ac^^

- x(l+Ax+2Ac,-Acf-Acr-A,f)/.[(l-Avlir+At+AJ#)x] L (2.52)
The quadratic nonlinearterm becomes

Si2V02 =̂5l^^^|(l-At-2Ac4+Ac/+Acr+A,^/+[(l+A^-At-A,pX

- X(l+At+2ACs-Acl-Acr-AJt)/_[(l-Avlfl.+At+A,f)x] I

X
2

(2.50)

(2.51)

(2.53)

which is similar to the result obtained inEq. (2.42) in Section 2.6.1. Since this nonlinear depen

dence is proportional to z and inversely proportional to sg, by decreasing the time constant ofthe

T/H network or increasing the gate faU rate sg this distortion can be reduced.

2.7 Differential T/H Circuit with Single Sampling Switch

Further improvement of the T/H is possible by replacing the two sampling switches in the

differential T/H circuit with asingle sampling switch as shown inFig. 2.11. Itisexacdy the same

as differential bottom-plate T/H circuit except that the two sampUng switches have been replaced

by asingle center sampling switch. Asingle sampling switch has better matching properties than
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two different sampling switches. However, using a single center switch does require extra

switches to reset the common mode signal. Fortunately, if the input common mode is weU con-

troUed, only apair ofvery smaU switches is needed and should have negUgible effect on the T/H

performance. As shown in Fig. 2.11, apair of common mode reset switches are connected to the

op amp input to reset the common mode voltage. Phase <h_, an advanced version of0i is used to

tumoff the common mode reset switch just before the sampling switch tums off. Since the com

mon mode reset switches are much smaUer than the sampUng switch, the charge injection error is

smaUer and decreases exponentiaUy until the sampling switch turns off. A single center switch

also has twice the bandwidth compared to the two ground switch approach because the equivalent

capacitor oftwo capacitor connected in series is only half its original value.

1
V (l+Ac,)Cs -f"(l+Ac,)C,

-Vac-Sit*-

4>i T

Oi_J

+

V,'- jH*i

T d-Ac^C,

Fig. 2.11 Differential T/H Circuit with Single Sampling Switch
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2.7.1 Approximate Analysis

Again, we foUow the same approach as in the single-ended bottom-plate T/H circuit.

Assume the positive and negative input are Vdc+s^ and -Voc-Sit respectively, and the gate

voltage isVh-s8 t. The conductance ofthe switch is

G =-1 =^(Yh-Vt) =P»(V//-VT) =P„(VH-Vre) =fcVw (2.54)

and the time constant of the T/H circuit is

T _ 1 CT _ Urr_ CT (2.55)

where CT=Cs+Ci+CP is the total capacitance at the sampling node. From Eq. (2.2), the acquisi

tion time of the T/H circuit is

r - rt.-i.iYri,,? - V+VCtW.Too = ib+iyOnl - ^nVm

andthe voltage across the sampUng switch is

Vr(0) =_ KCs _= SiCsR =̂ sics = ?c,t££= 2si%-

The same assumption is used to approximate this T/H circuit as in the top-plate case. The T/H

output voltage can be calculated in the foUowing twocases:

(A) Positive input signal slew rate, i.e. Si >0

Since Si>0t from Eq. (2.57), we have Vr>0 and Vd(Ta^Vr(Ta) and V,(ra)=-^-Vr(ra).
Because the sampUng switch tums offat t=Ta when it enters saturation region, where Ta is the

aperture time, Ta can becalculated bythe foUowing equation

Vg(Tayvd(TayvT =Vg(Tay^vr(Tay VrrX^1

= VH-sgTo-tkfi-Vr(TayvT9 =0>g*a 2

thus

T = -L VtfT-^V,

(2.56)

(2.57)

(2.58)

(2.59)
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From Eq. (2.53), the aperture time T„ is afunction of the input signal slew rate s; and gate fall
rate s,. This aperture time modulation introduces nonlinearity and distortion to the T/H output.

Since the charge sampled on the sampling nodes at t=Ta will eventually transfer to the integrat

ing capacitor C/, the final T/H output voltage V„ can be calculated as

V0w = a+^)(J(l+Ac,)Cs \vr<JayVi<Ttt) +[(l+Ac,)C,-Kl+i&c/)C/] $vr<r.)

+(1_^K/{(l-Ac,)Cj -^VrV.WVa) - [(l-4c,)Cp-Kl-Ac,)C/] ^(T^J

=J^lju+^x;, %Vr<JayVDc-SiTa +[(l+Ac^Cp-Kl+^C,] -^(Tjj

+i^l|(1-A&)Cs
T7

-^(T.X-Vflc+i.T,, - [d-Ac^Cp-Kl-AcK,] ^Vr(Ja)\

-§{2V- -%**§•+ 2i Var-^^tg-

2V£>c + 2s-i
Vht - *H^*g- (2.60)

(B) Negative inputsignal slew rate, i.e. $,- <0

Since st<0, from Eq. (2.57), we have Vr<0 and Vrf(ra)=-^Vr(ra) and V,(rfl)=^Vr(rfl).
Because the sampling switch tums off at t=Ta when itenters saturation region, where Ta is the

aperture time, Ta can be calculated bythe foUowing equation

Vg(Tayvd(TayvT =v8(Tay^vr(Tay vTon^

=VH-SgTa+^-Vr(TayVTo =0 (2.61)

thus

Ta = VHT+^P-Vr (2.62)

From Eq. (2.62), the aperture time Ta is afunction of the input signal slew rate Si and gate faU
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rate sg. This aperture time modulation introduces nonUnearity and distortion to the T/H output.
Since the charge sampled on the sampUng nodes at t=Ta wiU eventuaUy transfer to the integrat

ing capacitor C/, the final T/H output voltage VQ can becalculated as

V"ff =~(l+i)C/j(1^)C5 %Vr(TayVi(Ta) +[d+Ac,)Cp+(l+Ac/)C/] \vr(Tt

+TT_^J(l-Ac,)C5 -^Vr(TayVi(Ta) - [d-Ac^Cp-Kl-Ac^C/] |vr(Tfl)|

(l+Ac5)C5 ^-V^r^Vzx:-^^ +[d+Ac^Cp+d+Ac^C/] \vr(Ta)\

-^VriTayVDC+SiTo - [(l-Ac,)C,*l-Ac,)C/] ]-Vr(Ta)|

(1-Ac,)

(V^cM A .r
+—Zf\ ^"^Cs

2Vdc - g.*,,* ♦ 2iL
M

VWT+il=Zl2jlx-&
"CF

-Sj2^+ ** V«T +̂ -x)£*2-g- (2.63)

Combining Eq. (2.60) and Eq. (2.63) together, we have the foUowing expression for T/H output

voltage V0sti

V =£-j2VDC + 2*
Vht - 2(l-X)^ll*l-g- (2.64)

There is no first order dependence on the mismatch ofcircuit parameters in Eq. (2.64). Therefore,

this T/H circuit is relatively insensitive to the mismatch ofcapacitors and switches. Due to this

robust property and the smaUer switch size required to achieve the same bandwidth, this T/H

topology is superior to the conventional differential bottom-plate T/H topology and has the best

T/H performance among the four topologies discussed inthis chapter.

2.7.2 Detailed Analysis

FoUowing the same argument as inSection 2.5.2 for the single-ended case, amore accurate

result can beobtained. The detaU of the derivation isdescribed in Appendix C. In order to make
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the analysis complete, we wiU also include the effect ofmismatch on capacitors and switches.

Fig. 2.12 shows the equivalent circuit ofthe bottom-plate differential T/H with asingle sampling

switch.

(l+Ac^C/

(l+Ac$)Cs

Vi^VDC+Sit*

(l+Ac.)Cp

->

+ V**-

+

V*

i^-^l+AcJO
"Vg=VH-Sgt

Ids
ii-Kl-AcJC,/

+ Ve--

Vi^-VDC-Sit*-

(l-Acs)C5 (l-AcJCp

4>

(l-Ac,)C/

Fig. 2.12 Equivalent Circuit ofDifferential T/H Circuit with Single SampUng Switch

Assume the sampUng capacitors, integrating capacitors, parasitic capacitors, gate-drain overlap

capacitors and "total" capacitors are (l±Acs)Cs, (l±Ac,)C/. (l±Ac,)Cp, (l+AcJO and

(l±Acr)Cr respectively. The differential T/H output voltage V0<6// can be calculated in the fol

lowing two cases:

(A) Positive input signalslew rate, Si >0

From Eq. (C.27) in Appendix C, the differential T/H output voltage can be expressed as

Votu = Vo, + SiV0x + Si2V02 +*% + (2.65)

where VQo is the term independent ofsit V0l is the coefficient of sif VQi is the coefficient of st2 and

V0j isthe coefficient ofSi3.

From Eq. (C.28) in Appendix C, we have
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VO0 =2-g-l VDC +V0\\vDC +Vos]
where V«, is the input-referred offset and can be expressed as

Vos =(Ac-Ac^CVrrVz.)

Ac,
fy+Coi) • Col

-Ar, ~cr

and from Eq. (C.30)

The quadratic nonUnear term becomes

Si2V0l =-2(l-x)T**^

zs ^erf
g V7TC VI

(2.66)

(2.67)

(2.68)

(2.69)

which is simUar to the result obtained in Eq. (2.60) in Section 2.7.1. Since this nonUnear depen

dence is proportional to z and inversely proportional to sg, by increasing the sampUng switch size

orgate faU rate sg this distortion can be reduced.

(B) Negative input signal slew rate, i.e. s,- <0:

From Eq. (C.43) in Appendix C, we have

Vo = V0o + SiV0l + Si2V02 + Si3V0i + - (2-70)

where V0o is the term independent ofSi, VQl is the coefficient ofst term, VQ2 is the coefficient of

Si2 and V0, isthe coefficient ofSi3.

FromEq. (C.44) in Appendix C, we have

VO0 =2^-[vDC +V*,]
where Vos is the input-referred offset and can beexpressed as

Vo, =(Ac.-Ac^-g-^r-Vt)

**—rs—^ts zsg^lferf Vf

(2.71)

(2.72)
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and from Eq. (C.46)

*«- 2^S-i^ (2-73)
The quadratic nonUnear term becomes

which is simUar to the result obtained in Eq. (2.63) in Section 2.7.1. Since this nonlinear depen

dence is proportional to z and inversely proportional to sg, by increasing the sampUng switch size

or gate faU rate sg this distortion can be reduced.

2.8 Calculation and Simulation Results

In this section, the calculation and simulation results of various T/H circuits are presented.

The T/H outputvoltageVQ canbe represented as

Vo =^-(Yas +SiVdc +ZiVdc1 +~+SiVQl +Si2VQt +»•) (2.75)

where -£?- is the gain ofthe T/H circuit, Vdc is the desired sampled input and V^ is the T/H
w

input-referred offset, g\ is the coefficient of Vdc, gi is the coefficient of Vdc2, V0x is the

coefficient ofSi and V0i is the coefficient ofSi2.

An ideal T/H output has no offset with the coefficient gi equal to 1 and aU the other

coefficient equal to zero. However, in apractical T/H circuit, there usuaUy exists several nonideal

terms in Eq. (2.75). For example, agi other than 1represents again error, whUe anonzero V0l

represents alow-pass T/H frequency response. These two terms introduce linear errors, i.e gain

error and finite bandwidth. Depending on the applications, gain error, finite bandwidth and offset

sometimes can be tolerated without serious effects. The other coefficients, such as g2 and V02

represent nonlinearity in the T/H circuit and are important in characterizing dynamic behavior of

the T/H circuit In the case of abottom-plate T/H circuit, gi=l and g,=0 for i =2,3,..., because

the output of abottom-plate T/H circuit isnot dependent onVdc •

From the calculations in Section 2.5-2.7, it can be shown that offsetV^ can be represented
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in the foUowing form:

V- « fa a \%--fa<yH-VL) (2-76)

where the gate fatt rate sg is technology dependent and can be calculated using the faU time of a

CMOS gate as foUow [15]

= (Vh-Vl) m (Vh-Vl) m l2xfT<yH-VL) (2.77)
lf " CL 4

4Pn(V//-VL)

where tf is the gate faU time and /t-^^kC^ is the usable transition, i.e. unity-gain, fre
quency and fT/H is the bandwidth ofT/H network. Assume the peak input ampUtude is A, then

the percentage offset canbe represented by

Vos _ \Cg h (Vh-Vl) (2.78)
A ~*~Cs7t1h A

Also from the calculation in Section 2.5-2.7, VGi can be represented in the foUowing form:

v „ z Cs 1 ft (2-79>
^ a VCf a T?fTfTiH(Vh-Vl) Tf

Assume the input is Acos27c/i„ f, then the peak input signal slew rate is 2%fm A and the nonlinear

term becomes

c2V „ (27C/faA)2 CS .fin fin A2 ft (2.80)
* V°» a ^/r/r/i/(V//-VL)rr a 47T/™ (V*-^)^ ^

The percentage linearity errorbecomes

Si2Vo2 n afin fin A CS (2.81)

For the two differential topologies, common mode voltage shift due to the negative charge injec

tion inthe NMOS transistor isalso important A large negative common mode voltage shift could

drive the op amp summing node out ofits common mode input range and seriously degrade its

settling speed. The common mode voltage shift due to the charge injection can be expressed as

v _ WLCoxVht (2.82)
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Although the constraint on the common mode voltage Umits the largest size ofthe switch that can

be safely used, asimple transmission gate in place ofthe single sampUng switch can reUeve the

problem. However, the differential offset voltage wiU increase due to the larger mismatch oftwo

different switches. Fig. 2.13-2.17 show the simulation and calculation results for the three

bottom-plate T/H circuit In order to present the result in atechnology independent form, the hor

izontal axis is chosen to be /^ fjIH (VH-VL)T!?' TheSe graphS mmtended to ** ^ *
design guideUnes in designing aMOS T/H circuit to meet the offset and linearity requirements.

Since the offset and nonlinearity depend on fTtH, Cs, Cg, Cr, (Yh-Vl) and A inopposite ways,

the design isbased onatradeoffbetween the offset and nonlinearity.

The simulation isdone by Non Quasi-Static charge modeUng in SPICE3 by Park, et al. [6].

Results are shown in Fig. 2.13 to Fig. 2.17. The triangles in the graph are the simulation results,

whUe the solid Unes represent the calculation results. Fig. 2.13 shows the results of the bottom-

plate T/H circuit, its performance is the worst among the three bottom-plate T/H circuits. How

ever, this is stffl better than the top-plate T/H circuit. As mentioned above, the offset and non-

linearity exhibit opposite trends, therefore the design is based on atradeoffbetween the offset and

nonlinearity. Fig. 2.14 and Fig. 2.15 show the results ofthe differential bottom-plate T/H circuit,

both the offset and nonlinearity are smaUer than the single-ended case due to the first order can

ceUation inherendy associated with differential circuit In the perfect matching case, there is no

offset However, inthe case of 1% capacitor mismatch, the offset and nonUnearity exhibits oppo

site trends and the design is again based on atradeoff between offset and nonUnearity. Fig. 2.16

and Fig. 2.17 show the results ofthe differential bottom-plate T/H circuit with asingle sampling

switch. Its characteristic is simUar to the two sampUng switches approach, but both the offset and

nonUnearity are much smaUer. This topology is the best amongst the three bottom-plate T/H cir

cuits. The design is based on atradeoff between offset and nonUnearity. Although the simulation

results show some discrepancy with the calculation results, the general trends do match each

other. In the case ofadifferential topology, both the offset and nonUnearity are the residue ofa

first order canceUation. The approximation we used in the calculation could easUy account for

the discrepancy.

Adesign example is described below, for example, with 5V supply, 4pF sampling capaci-
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tor, 8pF total capacitor, ±1Vreference, a1ffj%w single sampling switch used in differential T/H

circuit ina3 um CMOS technology can achieve 0.01% linearity, i.e., 13 bit, with 16 MHz input

signal, but the offset wiU be 0.05% ofthe fuU scale, i.e., 4LSB and the common mode voltage

shift is-125 mV.

In conclusion, aset of graphs is presented to use as adesign guideline. A differential T/H
/• fin Cswith single sampUng switch outperforms the other topologies and the smaUer y^jp j!jr* jrf

and „, AX} v, the better the Unearity, however at the expense oflarger offset and in the case of
(Vh-Vl)

large switch, at the expanse oflarger common mode voltage shift Offset canceUation is possible,

but extra clock cycle is required. There appears to have no theoretical limit on how good the S/H

circuit can be, however, as the input frequency fm and T/H bandwidth fTiH get close to fT, prac

tical considerations such as loading of the op amp summing node, common mode voltage shift

and differential offset begin to dictate.
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CHAPTER 3

CMOS ADC ARCHITECTURES FOR HIGH RESOLUTION

AT VIDEO SPEEDS

3.1 Introduction

There are many A/D converter architectures, but only a handful of them, namely, flash,

subranging and pipelined architectures, are suitable for video-rate appUcations. The requirement

for high resolution at video speed puts an even more stringent constraint on the choice of the

architectures available. As canbe shown later in thischapter, not aU three of them canbe usedin

high-resolution appUcations. We wiU discuss their relative advantages and limitations in this

chapter and also look attheirpotential for use as 12-13 bitsvideo-rate converters.

3.2 Flash Architecture

One N-bit converter architecture uses 2^-1 comparators to compare the input simultane

ously with 2^-1 Unearly graded voltage references. Since aU the comparators work simultane

ously in the same time interval, such an architecture is caUed a paraUel or flash architecture. Fig.

3.1 shows a block diagram of a N-bit flash A/Dconverter. It consists of a resistor string, a bank

0f 2^-1 comparators, and adigital encoding circuit The resistor string divides the reference into

2N regions of equal potential difference, and provides the voltages at the boundaries of these

regions as reference voltages to the bank of comparators. The analog input is also connected to

every comparator. AU the comparators are strobed simultaneously to latch their output The out

put of comparators are high for comparators whose reference are less than the input therefore, the

output of comparators form a thermometer code where the transition from 1 to 0 indicates the

input level. To complete the conversion, the digital outputs of the comparators are encoded from

thermometer code to binary.
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Fig. 3.1 Flash A/D Converter

3.2.1 Advantages

The primary advantage ofthe flash architecture is its high conversion rate. Only two clock

phases are necessary to drive the comparator to toggle between the latched and unlatched states.

Since the encoding logic is a combinatorial logic, it can be pipeUned to achieve higher speed.

Therefore, the speed of this architecture isonly Umited bythe speed of the comparators.

3.2.2 Limitations
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quency.

3.2.3 Conclusions

In conclusion, flash architecture is not suitable for high-resolution video-rate appUcations

due to the three drawbacks. First, the exponential growth of the area, the power consumption and

the input capacitance with the number ofbits resolved prohibit the flash architecture to be imple

mented at reasonable costwith more than 8-bits level. Second, the difficulty in obtaining accu

rate comparison between the input and reference voltage also Umit the resolution to 8 bits in

video-rate appUcations. Third, the lack ofadedicated S/H ampUfier Umit its high frequency per

formance to beno more than 8-bits accuracy. Although the flash architecture is simple and fast,

implementation difficulties and costs limit this architecture to have aresolution no more than 8

bits.[8]

3.3 Subranging Architecture

The Subranging A/D architecture can be viewed as acombination ofsuccessive approxima

tion and flash A/D architectures. As discuss in the previous section, the flash A/D converter

suffers from exponential relationship between its costs and resolutions. To improve the

efficiency, the successive approximation architecture can be used to break one N-bits conversion

mto M -it-bits subconversions. The area, power consumption and input capacitance are more
M

manageable in this case. Fig. 3.3 shows ablock diagram ofa2-step, N-bits subranging A/D con

verter. It consists of aS/H block, two ^--bit flash A/D subconverters, a-^--bit D/A converter, a

subtracter and a-^--bit digital encoding circuit. The input is first sampled by the S/H circuit

The held input is then converted into digital code by the coarse A/D subconverter and back into

an analog signal by the D/A converter. The residue, which is the difference between the held

input and D/A converter output, is then digitized by the fine A/D subconverter. After the digital

output from both subconverters are encoded into binary, the encoded outputs from the second

stage are appended tothose from the first stage to produce aN-bits binary output
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Fig. 3.3 Subranging A/D Converter

3.3.1 Advantages

The primary advantage of the subranging converter architecture is that it requires less

hardware than a flash architecture. Although Fig. 3.3 shows quite a few components, most of

them can either be time-shared or merged together to save the hardware. For example, a single

resistor string with 2N elements may be used to provide the coarse reference and fine reference to

the two A/D subconverters and the D/A converter. Since the fine A/D conversion cannot be per-
N

formed before the residue is generated, an array of 2T-1 comparators can be time-shared

between the two A/D functions. The S/H function isembedded into the A/D subconverter as ina

flash converter. Both subranging and flash architecture need the same resistor string. But only

2T-1 comparators and a-£r-bits digital encoding circuit are required in the subranging architec

ture. The only overhead is aswitching network to faciUtate the D/A conversion and subtracter

function. The area, power consumption and the input capacitance ofasubranging A/D converter

aremuch smaUerthan in the case of flash A/D converter.[9]

Another advantage of the subranging architecture over flash architecture is the improved

performance ofthe S/H function. Because the number ofthe comparators is much smaUer than in

the case of flash converter, the problem of the sampling jitter between the comparators is

correspondingly reduced. As in the flash A/D converter, no op amps are required. The high

throughput and low cost make subranging architecture particularly suitable for low-cost video-
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rateappUcations, such as HDTV.

3.3.2 Limitations

Since the subranging A/D architecture requires two A/D subconversion in sequence, the

conversion rate is only half ofwhat can be achieved by the flash converter. With current technol

ogy, this architecture is limited to 2 step in order to achieve video speed. This means the area,
N

power consumption and input capacitance are proportional to 2T and stiU exponentiaUy related

to the resolution.

The abiUty to operate without an op amp is akey advantage of subranging architecture, but

the absence ofop amps causes some limitations. Without op amps, it is impossible to implement

parasitic-insensitive S/H ampUfier. As mentioned in the previous section, the S/H function must

then be merged into the A/D subconversions. Although the problem of sampUng jitter between

comparators is diminished from that in a flash converter because of the reduction in the number

of comparators, the problem is not eliminated. This stiU poses some limitations when converts

high frequency input Since there is no interstage S/H ampUfier, the interstage gain is equal to

one, and the effect of nonideality inthe second stage isunattenuated on the linearity of the entire

conversion. Therefore, as in the flash converter, the random offset of aU the comparators and

resistor string mismatches must be within ±^ LSB. The need for offset canceUation is

unchanged from that in a flash converter, and the associated speed-accuracy tradeoffs are stiU a

problem.

3.3.3 Conclusions

In conclusion, subranging architecture is particularly suitable for low-cost video-rate appU

cations due to its smaU area and adequate speed. Great progresses have been made recendy in

10-bits video-rate converter for HDTV applications.[l] But three drawbacks make it unsuitable

for applications that require higher resolutions. The first one is the lacking ofadedicated input

S/H ampUfier. This limited the achievable sampling jitter between the comparators to around 10

bit resolution at Nyquist frequency. The second one is the inherent difficulties to cancel com-
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parator offset at video speed to better than 10 bit Unearities. The third drawback is that the resis

tor string do not have the Unearity required by ahigh-resolution converter. To solve this problem,

laser trimming of the resistor is required, which is very expensive. Therefore, the subranging

architecture is unsuitable for a 12-13 bits video-rate A/D converter.

3.4 Pipelined Architecture

As shown in the previous section, the 2-step conversion architecture can reduce the

hardware whUe incurring only minor penalty in the conversion speed. But expanding this archi

tecture to multistage wiU slow the conversion speed accordingly. One method to get around that

is to add an interstage S/H amplifier between stages so that aU the stages can work concurrendy

on samples or residues of different inputs; this approach is caUed pipeUning. PipeUning elim

inates the needs for the converter to wait for aU the stages to finish theirprocessing of the present

input before another input can be sampled and processed. For agiven resolution per stage, apply

ing pipelining to the multistage architecture make the maximum conversion rate independent of

the number of stages. Fig. 3.4 shows ablock diagram ofapipelined A/D converter with k stages.

The total number ofbits resolved are

AT = m + • • • + rn + - • • + ft* (3-4)

Each of the pipeUned stages contains a S/H circuit, a low-resolution A/D converter, a low-

resolution D/A converter, a subtracter, and an interstage gain ampUfier. To begin aconversion,

the input is sampled and held. The held input is then converted into adigital code by the first-

stage A/D converter and back into an analog signal by the first-stage D/A converter. The D/A

converter output is subtracted from the held input, producing aresidue that is ampUfied and sent

to the next stage, where this process is repeated. At any instant, whUe the first stage processes the

current input sample, the second stage processes the amplified residue from the first stage ofthe

previous input sample. Because sequential stages simultaneously work on residues from succes

sively sampled inputs, the digital outputs from each stage correspond to input samples at different

times. Digital latch arrays are needed totime align the outputs from different stages.

3.4.1 Advantages
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Fig. 3.4 Pipelined A/D Converter

A primary advantage of the pipelined architecture is its high throughput rate. The high

throughput rate ofthe pipeUned architecture stems from concurrent operation ofthe stages. Ifthe

A/D subconversion and D/A subconversion are done with a flash converter, apipeUned architec

ture only needs two clock phases per conversion, the same as a flash architecture. However, the

information transfer between the pipelined stage requires much higher accuracy than the 1-bit

resolution in the flash architecture and the speed of the pipelined converter is slowed down

accordingly. Although flash architectures make the fastest converter, for a given resolution per

stages, pipelined architectures make the maximum conversion rate independent of the number of

stages.

Another advantage of the pipelined architecture is its smaU area, power consumption and
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input capacitance. The area ofpipelined converter is smaU compared to those of flash converter

because pipelined converter requires fewer components than flash converter. The area and power

consumption of apipeUned converter are Unearly related to the number ofbits resolved, whUe the
area and power consumption ofaflash or asubranging converter are aU exponentiaUy related to

the number ofbits resolved. Therefore, pipelined architectore requires much less hardware than

subranging or flash architectures for increased resolutions.

Other advantages stem from the use ofS/H ampUfiers to isolate the stages, First the inter

stage gains from these ampUfiers diminish the effects of nonideaUties in aU stages. For example,
the effect of second stage nonUnearity is reduced by a factor of first stage gain. This aUows the

converter to use a digital correction technique with which nonlinearities in the A/D subconver-

sions and offsets in both comparators and op amps have Utde effect on the overaU linearity. The

effect of nonideaUties and correction techniques are discussed in Chapter 4. Second, because a

S/H ampUfier can also be used on the input ofthe A/D converter, pipeUned architectore can accu

rately sample high-frequency input signals Umited only by results in Chapter 2. This is abig

advantages over flash and subranging converters especiaUy for high-resolution applications.

3.4.2 Limitations

The major limitation ofpipelined A/D converters is that they require the use ofop amps to

realize parasitic-insensitive S/H amplifiers to do analog subtraction and ampUfication at the sam

pling rate ofA/D converter. The op amps limit the speed ofthe pipeUned converters. To achieve

video speed comfortably, a1-1.5 urn CMOS technology isrequired.

Because interstage gain diminishes the effect oferror sources in aU stages after the first and

because digital error correction eUminates the effect ofA/D subconverter nonUnearity, the D/A

converter in the first stage and gain accuracy ofthe first interstage ampUfier determine the linear

ity of the entire A/D converters. Such D/A converter and interstage ampUfier can be imple

mented with switch capacitor amplifier for linearities in the 9-10 bits range. For integral Unearity

greater than 10 bits, the D/A converter and interstage ampUfier requires either caUbration or trim

ming.
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3.4.3 Conclusions

Great progress has been made on the pipelined A/D converters. Both 1MHz 12 bit pipe

Uned converter[10] and 20MHz 10 bit pipeUned converter[l 1] have been reported. In conclusion,

pipeUned architectures show great potential to be used as 12-13 bits video-rate converters due to

the foUowing three reasons. First the hardware cost ofapipeUned converter is linearly propor

tional to the number of bits resolved. It is the most cost-effective approach to expand to high-

resolution among the three architectores discussed in this chapter. Second, the use of input S/H

ampUfier eliminates the problem ofsampUng jitter between comparators in flash and subranging

converters. This isparticularly important for high-resolution A/D converter because the tolerance

for the sampUng jitter is tighter with increased resolution for agiven input frequency and input

ampUtode. Third, only the first few stages need calibration or trimming because the interstage

gain scales down the effect ofthe nonlinearity due to the foUowing stages. This make the cost of

caUbration ortrimming much more tolerable. Therefore, pipelined A/D converters demonstrate

great potential tobeused as high-resolution video-rate A/D converters.
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CHAPTER 4

EFFECTS OF NONIDEALITIES IN PIPELINED ADC's

AND VARIOUS CORRECTION TECHNIQUES

4.1 Introduction

As shown in the previous chapter, pipelined architectures have great potential for high-

resolution appUcations. In this chapter, we wiU discuss the effects ofnonideaUties in pipelined

A/D converters. To achieve high-resolution, various correction techniques and speed-accuracy

tradeoff wiU also be discussed.

4.2 Effects of NonideaUties

Infinite
Resolution

2 bits

Fig. 4.1 Block Diagram of a2-bit Pipelined Stage

To iUustrate the effects of nonideaUties have onthe pipelined A/D converter, weuse a2-bit

per stage as an example and assume the foUowing stages have infinite resolution. Fig. 4.1 shows

ablock diagram of a2-bit pipelined stage. It consists ofa2-bit A/D subconverter, a2-bit D/A

subconverter, a gain of4 interstage amplifier and aS/H circuit Fig. 4.2 shows the input-output
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relationship and overaU A/D conversion characteristic for an ideal 2-bit stage. The A/D subcon

verter decision points are 0and ±\vref and the corresponding D/A subconverter output levels

are ±iVref and ±\vref, respectively. The gain of the interstage ampUfier is 4. The transition

position is determined by the A/D subconverter decision points, whUe the magnitude ofthe tran

sition at each code boundary isdetermined bythe D/A subconverter and interstage ampUfier.
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Fig. 4.2 Input-Output Relationship ofan Ideal 2-bit PipeUned Stage

In practice, there are errors associated with each block. Their effects on the linearity ofthe A/D

converter is discussed in the foUowing sections. These errors include:

(1) nonUnearity in A/D subconverter,

(2) offset, nonlinearity and gain error in D/A subconverter,

(3) offset andnonUnearity in subtractor,

(4) offset, nonUnearity and gain error in interstage amplifier,

(5) offset,nonUnearity and gain error in S/H circuit.

Instead of discussing the errors individuaUy, we group the errors according to their effects

on the input-output relationship ofapipelined stage. There are four categorys ofnonideaUties,

namely, (l)offset, (2)nonideal transition position, (3)nonideal transition magnitude, and (4)non-

linearity. These wiU be discussed in section 4.2.1 through 4.2.4, respectively. In each case, we

consider one nonideaUty at atime and assume the rest are ideal. The discussion wiU be limited to

the block diagram level, details on the circuit level isdescribed inthe next chapter.
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4.2.1 Offset in a Pipelined Stage

An offset in apipelined stage shifts the input-output curve up or down with the result that

some parts ofthe curve are outside of the conversion range of the foUowing stage. This affects
the overaU A/D conversion characteristic and causes positive DNL and negative DNL. This

input-output relationship and overaU A/D conversion characteristic are shown in Fig. 4.3, where

the soUd Unes are the real curve and the dashed Unes are the ideal curve. This offset isaresult of

offsets in D/A subconverter, subtracter, interstage amplifier and S/H circuit

"SSSSSf1 Positive DNL

-V •; Negative DNL

ref

A/D converter
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-V, 0
\ 1 1 f—•input t*
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Fig. 4.3 Offset in a Pipelined Stage
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Fig. 4.4 Nonideal Transition Position inaPipeUned Stage
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4.2.2 Nonideal Transition Position in a Pipelined Stage
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The shifting of transition position makes the input-output curve lie outside of the conver

sion range ofthe foUowing stage. This results in positive DNL and negative DNL in the overaU

A/D conversion characteristic as shown in Fig. 4.4. The transition position of apipeUned stage is

determined by the decision point ofthe A/D subconverter. Therefore, any nonUnearity in the A/D

subconverter introduces shifting ofthe transition position.

amplified
residue positive DNL

A/D converter
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-Vrtf 0 +Vref -Vref U *nf
Fig. 4.5 Transition Magnitude Mismatch in aPipelined Stage

4.2.3. Nonideal Transition Magnitude in a Pipeline Stage

•input

The magnitude of the transition at the code boundary may not beideal. There are two type

of errors innonideal transition magnitude. The first one is the mismatch of the transition magni

tude in thedifferent code boundary. Due to this mismatch, the output does notmatch the conver

sion range ofthe foUowing stage. Therefore positive DNL and negative DNL are presented in the

overaU A/D conversion characteristic. This mismatch of the transition magnitude is a result of

nonUnearity in the D/A subconverter. Fig. 4.5 shows the effect of this error on the input-output

relationship and overaU A/D conversion characteristic.

The second error is too large or too smaU atransition magnitode, i.e. due to a gain error.

Therefore, the output is either larger or smaUer than the conversion range of the foUowing stage

depend on whether the gain is larger or smaUer respectively than the ideal gain. This results in

positive DNL in the case ofpositive gain error and negative DNL in the case ofnegative gain

error. This gain error is aresult ofgain errors in D/A subconverter, interstage ampUfier and S/H

circuit Fig. 4.6 shows the effect ofthe gain error on the input-output relationship and overaU A/D
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4.2.4 Nonlinearity

NonUnearity introduce curvature to the output and degrades overaU converter linearities.

NonUnearity in a pipeUned stage results from nonlinear input-output relation of the interstage

ampUfier and S/H circuit. Fig. 4.7 shows their effects on the input-output relationship and overaU

A/D conversion characteristic.

4.2.5 Op Amp Settling Time

In addition to thenonideaUties mentioned above, the performance of the pipeUned A/Dcon

verter is also Umited by the settling time ofthe interstage ampUfier. The speed ofapipelined A/D

converter is determined by how fast the analog signal can be generated and transferred at each

stage. The speed ofgenerating and transferring the analog signal is solely determined by the set

tling time behaviorof the op ampused.

4.3 Correction Techniques

To overcome some of the nonideaUties mentioned in the previous section, three techniques

are discussed in this section. They are capable of substantiaUy reducing the offset, the nonideal

transition position and the nonideal transition magnitode errors, leaving only the nonUnearity.

Since nonUnearity in interstage amplifier and S/H circuit is acharacteristic of the particular cir

cuitused, care mustbe taken indesigning theinterstage amplifier and S/H circuit

4.3.1 Digital Error Correction

Examining Fig. 4.4, it can be seen that the information contained inthe input has not been

lost The problem is that the shifting of the transition position makes the output incompatible

with the conversion range ofthe foUowing stage. If, however, the conversion range ofthe foUow

ing stage can be expanded to avoid overflow, the positive DNL and negative DNL can be recover

digitaUy with simple logic.[9] This is shown in Fig. 4.8; whenever the foUowing stage detects an

overflow, correction can be made to the digital output of the previous stage to correct the shifting

of the transition position. The solid line shows the characteristic before digital error correction,
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whUe the dashed Une shows the resulting characteristic after digital error correction. Since it is

not practical to expand the conversion range of the foUowing stage, the interstage gain is reduced
by half instead to avoid overflow. This gives the digital error correction an abUity to accommo

date ±iLSB nonUnearity on the 2-bit A/D subconverter, but at the expense oflosing one bit per

stage tothe redundancy of digital error correction techniques.
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Fig. 4.8 Principle of Digital Error Correction

It may be shown that the logic function needed to perform the correction is simple incre

ment or decrement of the digital output of the previous stage based on the positive or negative

overflow of the foUowing stage. Next, we wiU examine the effects of digital error correction on

the other nonideaUties. With digital error correction, the offset in a pipeUned stage becomes

input referred and does not introduce positive DNL or negative DNL. This property is iUustrated
in Fig. 4.9, where the corrected overaU A/D conversion characteristic shows only offset without

any nonUnearity.

Digital error correction does influence the effect ofnonideal transition magnitude have on

the overaU A/D conversion characteristic. This is shown inFig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 for the case

of transition magnitode mismatch and transition magnitode gain error, respectively. Self-

caUbration techniques can be used to overcome the nonideal transition magnitode as discussed in

later sections. In short, digital error correction can eliminate the effects ofnonlinear A/D subcon

verter on the overaU A/D conversion characteristic. It can also remove the effect of the offset ina

pipelined stage on the Unearity of the overaU A/D conversion characteristic. In conclusion, digital
error correction is a very powerful technique capable of correcting some of the nonideaUties

^-•input
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Fig. 4.10 Transition Magnitude Mismatch in aPipelined Stage with Digital Error Correction

encountered in a pipelined A/D converter.

4.3.2 Offset Cancellation Techniques

Although digital error correction removes the effects ofoffset error on the linearity ofthe

overall A/D conversion characteristic, it nevertheless leaves behind an input-referred offset. To

remove this offset, offset cancellation techniques can be used. In order to illustrate the offset can

cellation techniques in this section and the self calibration techniques in the following section, we

need to consider the details of the actual implementation of a switched-capacitor(S/C) pipeline

stage. Fig. 4.12 shows the actual implementation of aS/C 2-bit pipeline stage. It consists of a2-
bit A/D subconverter, four sampling capacitors CSl - Cs4, one integrating capacitor C/, an op amp

•input
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Fig. 4.11 Transition Magnitude Gain Error in aPipelined Stage with Digital Error Correction
and some switch networks. Two non-overlapping clocks are required to drive the switch net

works. On phase $i, the sampling capacitors CSx - Cs4 are connected to the input, while the sam

pling switch Mi is closed. The voltage on the sampling capacitors tracks the input voltage. At

the same time, the integrating capacitor C/ is connected to ground and is reset and the A/D sub-

converter converts the input into digital code. At the end of$i, sampling switch opens and the

input is sampled on the four sampling capacitors. On phase <|>2, the loop around the op amp is

closed and the sampling capacitors are connected to ground or Vref depending on the A/D sub-

converter output digital code. The charge sampled on the sampling capacitors which represented

the difference between the analog input and its quantized value, i.e. the residue of this stage is

then transferred to the integrating capacitor, Thus interstage amplification, D/A subconversion

and subtraction are performed.
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Fig. 4.12 Implementation ofa S/C 2-bit Pipelined Stage

From Fig. 4.12, itcan be shown that the offset of this pipelined stage comes from the offset

of op amp and the charge injection Qmj of the sampling switch Mi. These can be cancelled by

using offset cancellation techniques described below. This technique has been used extensively

to cancel the offset ofop amp in precision applications.[12] To cancel the offset, the op amp is

composed of one main op amp and one auxiliary op amp, both are output transconductance

amplifier(OTA) as shown in Fig. 4.13. Between the 0i and fa an extra phase is added to cancel

the offset. The offset resulting from the offset ofthe op amp and the charge injection Qinj ofthe

sampling switch Mi is present in the main op amp input at the end of <J>i. To cancel this offset, the
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Fig. 4.13 Principle of Offset Cancellation Techniques

loop around the auxiliary op amp is closed, and the offset in the main op amp is now sampled at

the auxiliary op amp input and stored by the capacitor C„. By making the transconductance of

the auxiliary op amp smaller than the main op amp, ascaled up offset voltage is stored on capaci

tor Cos. This make the stored offset voltage less sensitive to the charge injection error of the

shorting switch M2between the input and output of theauxiliary op amp.

Assume the main op amp has atransconductance Gm, acombined output resistance RQ and

an input offset voltage Vw, while the auxiliary op amp has atransconductance gm and an input

offset voltage vw. Also assume the charge injection error voltage of the sampling switch Af1is

V^ and the charge injection error voltage of the shorting switch M2 is vmj, where vinj=-^- and

Vill=i^2L. When the loop around the auxiliary op amp is closed, the voltage Vo at the op amp
Cos

output can be calculatedas follow

Vo =[e^Vos-Vinj) +gm(vos-Vo^R0 (4.D
Therefore, the voltage atthe offset-cancellation capacitor Cos is

Vc = Vo =
GmRp n/ v x gm Kq ,. (42)

After the shorting switch M2 turns off, the voltage sampled on the offset-cancellation capacitor is

Vc = Vc+Vinj
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From Eq. (4.1), the output voltage becomes

VO =[Gntyos-Vinj^gmiVos-Vc'^Ro <*•*)
Thus, the final input-referred uncancelled offsetvoltage Vw is

Vres = jrjr =(V^-V^H-^^-Vc')

- W3?r(|f--v«+^-v-> +£v« (4,5)
From Eq. (4.5), both the V,,, and V^ are reduced by afactor of \+gmR0. The largest contribution

in the Eq. (4.5) is usually the last term -&-v,«;. This term can be reduced by using larger offset-

cancellation capacitor C«,, smaller shorting switch M2 and smaller •&-. This technique has been

shown tobecapable of cancelling offset down toless than 0.1 mV.[12]

4.3.3 Self-Calibration Technique

The nonideal transition magnitude in the pipelined stages results from the nonlinearity in

the D/A subconverter and the gain error in the interstage amplifier. From Fig. 4.12, it is obvious

that the nonlinearity in D/A subconverter is determined by the matching of the four sampling

capacitors CSl - C$4, while the interstage gain is determined by the total sampling capacitors-

integrating capacitor and again correction factor due to the finite gain ofthe op amp. Consider a

more general case, where the interstage gain is 2M, the requirements to make the transition mag

nitude ideal are:

(l)CSl = CSi = • • • = C5,,wherei =2w

(2)—hJL— =2", where CT=(^Cs,)+C/+Cp

To achieve N-bit linearity, the input-output relationship in a pipelined stage should not

differ from the ideal curve by more than -^ LSB. Therefore, the matching between CSi, i=l,...
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,2W must be better than J^.. Assume the resolution of the next stage is Kbit, the percentage

gain error must be no more than -^ This tolerance of the above two requirements is

represented in Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.7), respectively.

Cs{ - Cs
Cs

where i = 1,... 2M and C5=~w

'.Cs,

2MC'<1+&>
- 1 <^r

(4.6)

(4.7)

where A is the open loop gain ofthe op amp and CSi, C/, Cp are sampling capacitors, integrating
2«

capacitor and parasitic capacitor, respectively and Cr=(yCsf}+Cr+Cp>

Self-calibration techniques can be used to calibrate the sampling capacitors to meet the

above requirements. This technique uses asmall trim capacitor attached to each of the 2M sam
pling capacitors to adjust the sampling capacitor to meet the above requirements. The calibration

is done by comparing the sampling capacitors with the integrating capacitor one by one and

searching for the setting on the trim capacitor that can meet the above two requirements. Fig.

4.14 shows a calibration step in the self-calibration procedure.. Its principle is similar to Harry

Lee's self-calibration technique.[13] Tobegin the calibration of Cs,, Cs, isconnected tothe refer

ence voltage, while the other sampling capacitors are grounded. The reference voltage are sam

pled on the CSl along with the charge injection error from the sampling switch Mi, while the

integrating capacitor C/ isconnected to the ground and discharged. Next, the offset cancellation

technique is used to cancel the charge injection error and op amp offset. After the offset and

charge injection error are cancelled, the input connection to the Cs, and C/ are interchanged, Cs}

isnow connected tothe ground and C/ is now connected to the Vref. If Cs, does not match C/, an

error voltage will be generated at the op amp summing node. The open-loop offset-cancelled op

amp is used as ahigh gain preamplifier for the comparator. In order to take into account ofthe
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finite op amp gain, the output of the op amp is compared with Vrtf instead ofground. If the com

parator output is high, Cs, is larger than the ideal value, we can adjust the setting on the trim

capacitor and repeat this calibration step until the comparator output changes state. This pro

cedure is repeated for the other three sampling capacitors. When it isdone, both the nonlinearity

in D/A subconverter andgainerrorin interstage amplifier areeliminated.
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Fig. 4.14 Principle ofSelf-Calibration Technique

Detailed analysis of the calibration requirements is given below. We assume the effective

residue offset voltage after the offset cancellation is Vra, the offset of the comparator is Vt, the

open loop gain of the op amp is A, the input resolution is Nbit, the output resolution is Kbit and
the interstage gain is 2M. From Fig. 4.14, the charge conservation equation can be written as

cs^f-^^-Vres) - (£c*4c,x-^5r:t+v~)

=C,(Vre/+-Mi+VreJ) (4.8)
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Cs, = C7 1 +
CT

~CTK + CT(
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VZ7Aref yref

Assume the maximum step size ofthe trim capacitor is ACs, for Cst* where i - 1 2

Eq. (4.7) can be rewrittenas

±CSl . l
TT IF

where i= 1, ...,2W.

and from Eq. (4.9), Eq. (4.8) canbe rewritten as

7E

2"C'<1+<3X>

From Eq. (4.10), we have

<W

2"C,(U^>

From Eq. (4.12), asufficient condition to satisfy Eq (4.10) can beobtained

2M 1

CT(Vres ^ re
're/ Vref

C'<1+S>
1 i _ 2^-1

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

Eq. (4.10) and Eq. (4.13) give asufficient condition to achieve N-bit linearity. In order to reliably

calibrate aN-bit A/Dconverter, the maximum step size of the trim capacitor must be smaller than

CT(^-+J^2-)
1 LSB and the error term ref Zrtf resulting from the circuit imperfection must be

smaller than 2W^-1 LSB. This put a stringent requirement on the residue offset voltage Vr«.

Care must betaken indesigning the offset cancellation circuit tomeet the above requirements.
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Direct implementation of the trim capacitor by attaching a small capacitor to the sampling

capacitor is impractical, since the maximum allowable step size is too small to implement. For

example, a 12-bit A/D converter with 1 pF integrating capacitor requires amaximum capacitor

step size of0.25 fF, which is too small to lay out reliably. To overcome this difficulty, acapacitor

divider array is used instead. A generalized configuration is shown in Fig. 4.15, which use aT

network to divide the capacitance to a sufficient small value. Care must be taken in designing

such atrim capacitor array to avoid large gaps in the trimming range. In short, the maximum step

size oftrimming capacitor must be controlled to meet the requirement ofEq. (4.10). This can be

achieved by introducing redundancy which overlaps the trimming ranges at major code transi

tions inorder toavoid large gaps inthe capacitor trimming range. This redundancy results innon

monotonic characteristic of the trimming capacitor. Although this does not affect the ability of

self-calibration, it does rule out the use of successive approximation search algorithm inthe cali

bration procedure. A ramp search algorithm isused instead.

Cs
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C2
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Fig. 4.15 A Generalized Capacitor Array

All self-calibration techniques suffer from the degradation ofthe accuracy due to the drift

ing of critical parameters with time. However, We can take advantage of the sporadic nature of
the video signal by performing self-calibration not only when power up but also in interframe

period. Since the calibration is updated from time to time, the concern for drift due to the tem

perature and supply variations iseliminated.
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4.3.4 Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff

As mentioned before, the gain ofthe op amp limits the performance ofthe pipelined A/D

converter. To achieve higher resolution, the gain ofthe op amp also needs to be higher. However,

ahigher gain requirement on the op amp may require that long channel devices be used in the op
amp thus causing the bandwidth of the op amp to decrease and the settling time to increase. This
becomes afundamental limit on the performance ofthe pipelined A/D converter. A simple exam

ple is used to illustrate this speed-accuracy tradeoff.

Assume asimple cascode gain stage is used as the op amp for interstage amplifier, then the

open-loop opamp gain A can be approximated as [7]

2

A = (GmR0)2 =
2VA (4.14)

where VA is the Early voltage and AV=Vgs-VT is the gate overdrive. Since the V* bias and AV

are limited by the supply voltage and output voltage swing, we make an assumption that V* is

constant and AV<AVn»ax to ensure a reasonable output swing. In general. VA is not strongly

dependent on the technology because VA determines the gain ofadigital gate and is usually kept

constant in any technology. Define A„an=
2VA

AVmax
as the achievable open-loop gain for

cascode stage biased at AVmax. Since the open-loop op amp gain required for N-bit resolution

must be better than 2N, if AtI^<2N a AV smaller than AVmax is required to satisfy the gain

requirement This degrades the achievable conversion rate and the accuracy requirement can be

related to the achievableconversion speed as follow. Since

2

A = A nun

AVmax

AV
> 2N (4.15)

we have

AVmax (4.16)

Also the absolute maximum useful gain bandwidth of an op amp is limited by its transition fre

quencyfr andcanbe expressed as

AV <fTj\j^L (4.17)
/t = /r0 AVmax W
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where /r is the usable transition, i.e. unity-gain, frequency of the transistor biased at AVmax.

This transition frequency /rM is also dependent on the technology used. The setding time for a

closed-loop gain Aci,where Aci22, can thenbe expressed as

7-* =̂<"+l>In2 >̂ ^-g-W+W (4.18)
Therefore, the achievable conversion rate faw for aN-bit pipelined A/Dconverter withinterstage

gainAc/ is

t - 1 - AMmin rc/r«« (4.19)

Usually Amin is about 200 for minimum devices biased at AVmax =0-3V and V* =0.5V regard

less of technology. From Eq. (4.19), the achievable conversion rate decreases with higher resolu

tion and increases with scaled technology. Fig. 4.16 shows the achievable conversion rate vs.

accuracy with interstage gain equal to two for 3um, 2um and lum CMOS technology. Also in

this graph is the achieved performance ofsome reported works [1,9]. Fig. 4.16 is based on asim

ple cascode op amp structure, more exotic gain boosting methods may be able to surpass these

limits.

4.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, with the help of digital error correction, offset cancellation techniques and

self-calibration techniques, most nonidealities in apipelined A/D converter can be eliminated. A

high-resolution A/D converter at video-speed is feasible in CMOS technology. However, an

inherent tradeoff between the speed and accuracy exists and a compromise must be obtained

between the speed and accuracy. Chapter 5 describes the implementation of a 13-bit pipelined

A/D converter prototype in 3 urn CMOStechnology.
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CHAPTER 5

AN EXPERIMENTAL 13 BIT PIPELINED A/D CONVERTER

5.1 Introduction

A 13-bit 2.5MHz pipelined A/D converter has been fabricated in 3 urn CMOS technology.

It is predicted that video-rate conversion speed(> 15MHz) can be achieve with 1.5 urn CMOS

technology. The tradeoff of speed and hardware on pipelined A/D converter has been described

previously,[9] we will not repeat the discussion here. Base on these study we chose 3-bit per

stage with digital error correction in order to achieve video-rate conversion speed, while main

taining reasonable hardware cost
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Fig. 5.1 Block Diagram of 13-bit Pipelined A/D Converter

Fig. 5.1 shows the block diagram ofthe A/D converter. It consists of an input S/H circuit, 6
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pipelined stages, each resolving 3 bits, latches for resynchronizing the output digital codes and

digital error correction logic. One bit from each stage is used to digitally correct the nonlinearity

of the A/D subconverter in the previous stages as described in Chapter 4. The first stage contri

butes 3 bits, the remaining 5 stages each contribute 2bits, the resulting resolution is therefore 13

bit Implementation details will bediscussed inthe following sections.

5.2 Input S/H Circuit

As discussed in Chapter 2, adifferential S/H circuit topology with a single center switch

offers good linearity and exhibits low sensitivity to component mismatch. The actual implemen

tation and design considerations ofthis configuration are described in the following sections.

5.2.1 Implementation

Fig. 5.2 shows the detailed implementation of the differential S/H circuit with a single

center switch. On phase fa the sampling switch Mi, common mode reset switches Mu,Mi. and

transmission gate M3+ and A/3_ are closed, the voltage on the sampling capacitor Cs. and Cs_

tracks the input Atthe same time, the integrating capacitors C/4 and C/_ and the output ofthe op

amp are shorted to ground through M4+ and M4_, M5. and M5_, respectively. Atthe end ofphase

0i_, an advanced version of phase 0i, the common mode reset switches M^, Mi_ turn off. Next

the sampling switch M\ is turned offby 0i and the differential input voltage is sampled on the

sampling capacitors Cs. and Cs.. The output common mode ofthe op amp also resets at the same

time through transmission gate M2. The phase 0i_, adelayed version ofthe 0i is used to turn off

transmission gates M3+, A/3_, M4,, M4_, M5+ and M5_. On phase 02, transmission gates M6,, M6_,

and M-j are turned on and the charge sampled on the sampling capacitors Cs. and Cs. is

transferred to the integrating capacitors Q. and C/_. This completes the S/H operation and allow

the subsequent A/D converter to sample theoutput of theop amp.

5.2.2 Design Considerations

To achieve high accuracy, careful design of the input S/H circuit is essential. The design
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considerations, which include gain of the S/H amplifier, -^ noise and sampling switch size, are

discussed in this section.

The gain of the input S/H ischose to betwo instead of one toease the stability requirement

This approach simplified the design on the op amp to have simultaneously high gain and good

closed-loop stability. This point will beelaborated upon inthelater sections.

To calculate the input referred M- noise, the noise source and the resistor ofthe sampling
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Fig. 5.3 4£ Noise Calculation

switch Mi in Fig. 5.2 can be split as in Fig. 5.3, where R is the switch resistance, v„2 is the ther

malnoise of the switch and thetwonoise sources are correlated. Therefore, thenoise sampled on

Ct.
2

Ct+Ct.
Ct+ct_ Ct.the positive and negative sampling nodes are -g—kT

7V

and

kT

W.
Ct.

2
Ct+Ct.

Ct+Ct. Ct.
, respectively, where CT.=Cs+Ci+Cp. and CT.=Cs.+Ci+Cp_ are

the total capacitors at the positive and negative sampling nodes. Since, the charge will eventually

be transferred to C/+ and C/_, the input-referred -^ noise vB+2 and v„_2 in the positive and nega

tive branch can be calculated as

r i2r ir iICs-+Cs-l~2
7 - kTv„ * =

w.
CT

Ct+Ct.

Ct+Ct
~Ct~

Ct.

Cs.Cs.

2

-2

= kT
Ct.Ct.
Ct+Ct.

_1
Cl

Cs.Cs.

2

(5.1)
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Ct.
2

Ct.+Ct. Ct.
2

Ct+Ct. Ct.

Ct.Ct.
Ct.+Ct.

Cs.Cs.

2

-2

Cs.Cs.

T
Tr+"cr

-2

(5.2)

Since the two noise sources are correlated by definition, the input-referred differential noise vB2

can be represented as

^.[^/q1-*^
Cs., CS.
~cZ*~cT.

-2

1 + 1
2

(5.3)

In the case of perfect matching, the input-referred differential -££ noise can be approximated as

2kTCT To minimize the effects ofthe M- noise have on the A/D converter performance, the
Cs* c

M- noise should be smaller than the quantization noise. The condition for this requirement can

be expressed as

2kTCT i v;2
& (5.4)

where Vpp is the peak-to-peak differential input conversion range ofA/D converter and Nis the

number ofbits resolved. From Eq. (5.4), wecan obtain the expression for the Cs

Cs > rr~i^
CT 24kT2™

FT
pp

(5.5)

Assume CP=CS. Q=^-» N=13 and Vpp =3Volt, The minimum required Cs is calculated by
Eq. (5.5) to be 1.86 pF. In this prototype, a4 pF capacitor is used for the input sampling capaci

tors Cs and a2 pF capacitor isused for the integrating capacitors C/.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the larger the switch, the smaller the nonlinearity. Therefore, we

use alarge sampling switch to reduced the nonlinearity to the acceptable level. As mentioned in

Chapter 2, the transmission gates M^ and M3_ are chose to be much larger than the sampling
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switchto reduce the effectsof nonlinear resistance and impedance mismatch.

5.3 3-bit A/D Subconverter

As discussed in chapter 4, the tolerance on the accuracy of the A/D subconverter is quite

large with digital error correction. The design ofthe A/D subconverter is not very critical. The

actual implementation and design consideration for the 3-bit A/D subconverter are given in the

following sections.

5.3.1 Implementations

Fig. 5.4 shows the block diagram ofthe 3-bit differential A/D subconverter. It consists ofa

resistor string with 8 elements, 8 simple latched comparator, some switches and encoding logic.

On the 02 of the previous cycle, sampling switch M8 and the transmission gates M9. and M9_ are

closed, the reference voltage is stored on the capacitor Cc. and Cc_. Atthe end of02 of the previ

ous cycle, sampling switch Mi turns off and the reference voltage is sampled on the capacitors

Cc. and Cc.. The phase 02., adelayed version of02, ofthe previous cycle is used to turn off

transmission gates M9. and M9_. On phase 0i, Mw. and Mi0_ are turned on. The voltage differ

ence between the reference voltage and the input voltage appears at the comparator input. The

comparators are strobed and latched. The digital output of the comparator is encoded to give a

binary code output and used tocontrol the D/A subconverter. This completes the A/D subconver-

sion operation.

5.3.2 Design Considerations

Since the accuracy of the A/D subconverter is not critical, the design of the comparator is

focused on the speed and size of the comparator. A simple regenerated latch shown inFig. 5.5 is

adequate for our purpose. There is no preamplification or offset cancellation. This circuit is

small, fast and exhibits an offset well within our tolerance.

5.4 Operational Amplifier
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Fig. 5.4 3-bit Differential A/D Subconverter

Fig. 5.6 shows the detailed implementation ofapipelined stage. It consists of an op amp, 8

sampling capacitors, 2 integrating capacitors and some switches. The interstage gain is scaled

down to 4instead of8to accommodate digital error correction. This allow a±yLSB nonlinear-
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Fig. 5.5 Latched Comparator

ity on the 3-bit A/D subconverter. Because the first stage requires 13-bit accuracy and the second

stage requires 10 bitaccuracy, self-calibration techniques isused inthe first and the second stages

to achieve 13 bit linearity, For the following stages, only 8-bit orless accuracy is required, no

calibration is needed because monolithic capacitor can be easily matched to better than 8-bit

accuracy. A fully differential configuration is used to improve power supply rejection

ratio(PSRR) and the long term stability of the calibration. Implementation detail and design con

siderations on the op amps are presented in the following sections.

5.4.1 Implementation

On phase fa the sampling switch Mi and the common mode reset switch Mi.% Mi. are

closed and the voltage onthe sampling capacitor Cs,. - Cs,. and Cs,. - Cs<_ track the input At the

same time, the integrating capacitors Cj. and C/_ and the output of the op amp are shorted to

ground. The common mode reset switches Mit, Mi_ and the sampling switch Mi are then turned

offbythe phase fa and 0i, sequentially as inthe S/H case and the input voltage is sampled on the

sampling capacitors Cs,. - Cs^ and Cs,. - Cs... The output common mode of the op amp also

resets at the same time. Phase 0i+ is used to turn offthe transmission gates connected to the input

On phase 02, the charge sampled on the sampling capacitors Cs,. - Cs,. and Cs,. - C^ is
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Fig. 5.6 Implementation of a 3-bitPipelined Stage

transferred to the integrating capacitors Cj. and C/_. This performs the D/A subconversion, sub

traction and amplification operations and allow the next stage to sample the op ampoutput

Fig. 5.7 shows the schematic of the differential op amp, it consists one Pinput pair and one

N input pair driving corresponding mirror stages. Each minor stage isdesigned to give again of

2.Due to the two input drivers and the gain of the mirror stage, the gain of the opamp is approxi

mately four time of the conventional folded cascode op amp. Since there are two non-dominant

poles, one is due to the cascode stage, the other due to the mirror stage, the op amp is not unity-

gain stable. However, since the op amp in this pipelined A/D converter is never configured in a

unity-gain feedback configuration, this does not pose alimitation onthe performance of the A/D

converter.

The auxiliary opamp used by offset-cancellation is about 10 times smaller than the main op

amp inorder to minimize the effect ofcharge injection. The common mode feedback branch is20

% of the main branch to allow compensation of the common mode mismatch. A simple biasing
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circuit is used to bias the op amp as shownin Fig. 5.7.

5.4.2 Design Considerations

112.5HA

Bias PI

BiasP3

112.5 |iA

BiasN2

From Eq.(4.6), we can get the following constrain on the open loop gain ofthe op amp
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tr-1
(1+-£x>

<jr (16)

where K is the resolution required at the input of next stage. Therefore, the open loop gain

requirement of the op ampcanbe expressed as

A>2*-g^[l-2-*] (5.7)

Assume CP=CS, for N=13, the first stage resolve 3bits, thus K =10 and the open loop gain

requirement of the op amp is A > 9207, this 80 dB gain requirement is hard to realize for high

speed op amp. If self-calibration is used, the stringent op amp gain requirement can be relieved

by compensating the insufficient op amp gain with larger Cs in the self-calibration procedure.

The op amp gain only needs to satisfy the self-calibration requirement in Eq. (4.12). Therefore

the requirement of op amp gain becomes

( Ve - 3 )
A> YT (58)

/ 3 w Vres\

assume CP=CS> -S35- =0.0025%(0.1mV uncancelled offset with V^ =4V) and e -j— v „„ Vrgf

2.5%(100mV comparator offset with Vpp =4V), the open loop gain requirement of the op amp is

A > 1570, which is much less stringent than the case without self-calibration. Because only the

first and second stages are calibrated, the third stage needs to resolve 8bit and its open loop gain

requirement becomes A >567 from Eq. (5.7). In this prototype, we design the op amp gain to be

around4000 in order to satisfy the above requirements.

5.5 Trim Capacitors

As shown in Chapter 4, the trim capacitor needs to provide avery fine step size and also

compensate for the insufficient gain of the op amp. A T capacitor divider network must be used

in order to implement such a trim capacitor. The implementation details and design considera

tions will be described in the following sections.
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5.5.1 Implementations

Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 show the trim capacitors for the first and second stages, respectively. A

Differential configuration is used to allow both addition to and subtraction from the main
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capacitor. An extra capacitor is added and connected to the input permanendy to compensate for
the insufficient op amp gain. The connection to the positive or negative input is controlled by the

content ofashift register not shown in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9, which in turns is controlled by the

calibration algorithm. The unit capacitor c is implemented by a4 um by 4 um cross section of

the poly 1and poly 2. The detailed design will be shown inthe next section.

5.5.2 Design Considerations

Because the trim capacitor is sensitive to the parasitic capacitor, the design ofthe trim capa

citor is non-trivial. Fig. 5.10 &Fig. 5.11 shows the actual layout ofone side ofthe trim capacitor

and its corresponding equivalent circuit and characteristics. The components with dashed lines

represents the parasitic elements. All the capacitance needs to be included in the calculation to

achieve reasonable accuracy. These include edge parasitic and poly-to-substrate capacitance.
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5.6 Conclusions

A prototype 13 bit self-calibrated pipelined A/D converter has been designed and fabri

cated. Digital error correction, offset cancellation and self-calibration techniques is used to elim

inate various nonidealities encountered in the implementation of the prototype. A chip photo is

shown in Fig. 5.12
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Fig. 5.12 Chip Photo
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1 Introduction

The prototype was designed using 3um design rule, but fabricated in a2 um double poly

double metal CMOS process through MOSIS due to the unavailability ofthe 3 urn process. The

core of the pipelined A/D converter is on the silicon, but the clock generation and digital error

correction logic is implemented off-chip. It has been tested with two different methods: first with

acode-density test, and second with asignal-to-noise ratio(SNR) test. The results of these tests

and the test setup aredescribed below.

6.2 Code Density Test

For high speed applications, code-density tests are used to characterize the dynamic

behavior of an A/Dconverter. The code-density test [14] involves making ahistogram of the out

put codes obtained while afull speed input with aknown probability density function is applied.

The histogram is normalized by the density function, and the differential nonlinearity and the

integral nonlinearity are calculated. Although this test measures the DNL well, it has difficulty

measuring INL due to the large number of samples required for accurate measurement to the

extent that bythe time the measurement is complete, test conditions that affect the INL may have

changed. To compute the DNL accurately within 0.1 LSB at 13 bit level with 99% confidence,

about 8.4 million are required. To compute the INL with the same accuracy and confidence, about

69 billion samples are required. Due to the difficulty in obtaining large amount ofdata, 16 million

samples are collected for the code-density tests, which is more than enough for the DNL, but can

only attain about 6 LSB accuracy at a 13 bit level with 99% confidence for INL. Therefore, the

results for integral nonlinearity are presented here for reference only. SNR tests are more suitable

for the evaluation of the integral nonlinearity. Fig. 6.1 shows a typical DNL plot of the 13-bit
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A/D converter, it exhibits only +0.4/-0.6 LSB errors on DNL. Because it never reaches -1 LSB,

there are no missing codes. Fig. 6.2 shows the INL plot ofthe prototype, itexhibits ±2LSB errors

onINL. As explained above, the results on the INL must beverified by the other tests.

+1LSB

+0.5 LSB +

OLSB

-0.5 LSB --

-1LSB

0

+2.0 LSB

1.0 LSB

-2.0 LSB

0

2048 4096 6144

Fig. 6.1 Differential Nonlinearity (DNL)

2048 4096 6144

Fig. 6.2 Integral Nonlinearity (INL)

6.3 Signal-to-Noise Ratio Test

8192

8192

SNR characterization overcomes a limitation that occurs in measuring INL with code-

density test; that is, because fewer samples are needed to measure the SNR than the INL, the SNR

testis notas sensitive to changes in test conditions during thetestas is thecode-density test. The
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SNRtestcanbeusedtoestimatethemaximumabsoluteINLthroughthetotalharmonicdistor

tion(THD).TheSNRtestwasdonebycollecting16,384samplesandperformingadiscrete

Fouriertransform.Fig.6.3andFig.6.4showtheresultingDFTplotsfora75kHzand1MHz

full-scalesineinput,respectively.Fig.6.5showstheSNRvs.inputlevelforthe75kHzand1

MHzsineinput

Amplitude(dB)
V.

140"

130"
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110"

100"
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80"

70"

60+
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40"#i^
30

00.25

6.4TestSetup

0.5075,
Frequency(MHz)

Fig.6.3DiscreteFourierTransform(75kHzinput)

1.01.25

ParticularlyworthmentioningisthetestsetuptoobtaintheresultsinSection6.2-6.4,which

willbedescribedbelow.ThetestsetupisshowninFig.6.6.Itconsistsofacleansignalsources,

clockgeneratingcircuit,aPCboardhousedtheA/Dconverterundertestandaninterfacetothe

computer.Inodertoreducetheeffectofpowersupplynoiseandclockinterference,theA/Dcon

verterundertestishousingonamulti-layerPCboardwithextensivepowersupplybypassing.

Thisapproachallowedthetotalsystemnoisetobenomorethan6-8dBhigherthanthetheoreti

calquantizationnoiseC140U.VRMS).Itisnotperfect,butsofarthisisthebestwecanachieve

runningtheA/Dat2.5Msample/s,i.e.,ratedspeed.TheclockisgeneratedbyaTektronixDAS,

itsjitterperformanceprovedtobeadequateforourpurposebasedonthemeasuredFFTresults.
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Themostdifficultpartofthetestsetupisthesignalsource.Weusetwosignalsources:oneisan

ultralowdistortionaudiosignalgenerator,whichgivesmorethe-80dBTHDandexcellentSNR,

theotherisahighfrequencyRFgeneratoroutput,whichhasonly-60dBTHDandabout70dB

1.25

-20-10
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SNR. In order to test high frequency response, the RF signal generator is passed through apassive

bandpass filter, in this case, athird order Butterwordi, to remove the unwanted harmonics down

to -80 dB THD, however, the SNR is still limited to about 70 dB due to the inband noise. Both

the audio and RF signal is then connected to a wideband balanced transformer to convert the

single-ended signal to differential signal, which is required to drive the A/D converter. The rea

son to use apassive balanced transformer is the difficulty we encounter in implementing single-

ended to differential conversion with active devices, namely, the distortion is hard to keep below

-70 dB THD at high frequency. Both the passive filter and transformer exhibit adistortion on the

level of 0.01%-0.02%, which is good enough for our purpose. The following components were

used inthe test setup: Ultra-low distortion audio signal generator G233 by AWA,RF singal gen

erator 6201 by Singer, third order bandpass filter KB3 and balanced transformer Z1040 by TTE,

Inc., Tektronix DAS 9100, and Sun microcomputer.

input

balance transform

DUT

multi-layer
PC board

Fig. 6.6 Test Setup

6.5 Conclusions

13

&
interface

to computer

13

"^f^ computer

In conclusion, the prototype achieves 2.5M sample/sec, 13 bit DNL and 11 bit INL using

the techniques described inthis report. Table 6.1 summarizes the important performance parame

ters measured in this prototype.
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Technology

Parameters

Measured

3um CMOS

Supply Voltage 5V

Power Consumption lOOmW

Silicon Area 25 mm*

Conversion Rate 25 MHz

Resolution 13 bits

Integral Nonlinearity +2 LSB

Differential Nonlinearity +0.4/-0.6 LSB

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 72 dB

PSRR(low frequency) 58 dB

Table 6.1 Performance Parameters
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary of Research Results

The research has arrived at two conclusions. First, the differential bottom-plate T/H topol

ogy with asingle sampling switch exhibits the smallest nonlinearity and offset amongst the four

topologies studied. There appears to be no fundamental limit on how good the T/H circuit perfor

mance can be. Practical considerations such as loading on the op amp summing node, common

mode voltage shift and differential offset dictate the design ofT/H circuits. With asuitable size

sampling switch, 12-13 bit linearity at video speed is feasible. Second, the pipelined architec

tures combined with self-calibration techniques can achieve high resolution at video speed with

reasonable area and power consumption. Although the self-calibration technique can relieve the

requirement on the op amp gain, it is not without limitations, that is, the op amp gain still needs

to be high enough to reduce the nonlinearity introduced by the nonlinear op amp gain curves.

Therefore, the key difficulty in pipelined A/D converters is in designing ahigh-speed high-gain

op amp. The research results are summarized in the following two sections: (1) the performance

limitations of the input S/H circuit and (2) the performance limitations of aself-calibrated pipe

lined A/D converter.

7.2 Performance Limitation of the Input S/H Circuit

Several CMOS S/H circuits have been studied in this work, including the top-plate T/H cir

cuit, the bottom-plate T/H circuit and two differential bottom-plate T/H circuits with different

sampling switch arrangements. In Chapter 2, closed form approximations for the errors in the

four CMOS T/H circuits mentioned above have been derived. The bottom-plate topology

removes the dependence on the input signal DC voltage Vqc and does not suffer from gain error

and gross nonlinearity as in the top-plate case. The differential topology exhibits a first order
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cancellation of the offset and nonlinearity, however, the effectiveness of the cancellation depends

on the matching of the positive and negative branches in the differential T/H circuit By using a

single sampling switch, we can eliminate the matching requirement ofthe two sampling switches

in the positive and negative branches ofthe differential T/H circuit Therefore, the differential

T/H circuit using asingle sampling switch exhibits the lowest nonlinearity and offset amongst the

four T/H circuits studied.

The offset and nonlinearity of abottom-plate T/H circuit can be expressed by technology

independent design parameters, such as X^- and -p*-, where /*, is the input signal frequency,
/r is the usable transition, i.e. unity-gain, frequency, jtih is the T/H network bandwidth. From

y
Chapter 2, the percentage offset -^- can be expressed as

V«_ = Cs fT (Yh-Vl)
Cs fTIH "&

where g is a function of mismatch, in the case of perfect matching, g equal to 0. Also from

Chapter 2, the percentage nonlinearity can beexpressed as

where g is aweak function ofdesign parameter and mismatch, A is the input signal amplitude,

Vh-Vi is the supply voltage and Cs, Ct are sampling and total sampling node capacitors,

respectively. Since the offset and nonlinearity depend on/t/h> Cs, (Vh-Vl) and A in opposite

ways, the design ofaT/H circuit is based on atradeoff between the offset and nonlinearity. The

smaller the nonlinearity, the larger the DC offset. The cancellation of DC offset is possible, but

an extra clock cycle is required. Another constraint is the common mode voltage shift due to the

channel charge injection from the sampling switch, this can drive the op amp summing node out

side its input common mode range and seriously degrade its settling speed. To solve this prob

lem, if necessary, a transmission gate can be used to replace the NMOS sampling switch to

reduce the charge injection by cancelling the negative charge injected from the NMOS switch by

the positive charge injected from thePMOS switch.

A set of graphs which relate the offset and nonlinearity to various technology independent

design parameters have been presented in Chapter 2 to use as design guidelines. These
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technology independent design graph can be used to predict the achievable linearity and differen

tial offset of a scaled technology. There appears to exist no theoretical limit on how good the

T/H can perform, however, as the T/H bandwidth fTm approaches to fT. practical considerations

such as loading ofthe op amp summing node, common mode voltage shift and differential offset

begin to dominate. The loading consideration, differential offset and common mode voltage shift

eventually limit the achievable T/H bandwidth. A plot of achievable linearity vs. signal fre

quency is shown in Fig. 7.1 for 3 um, 2um, lum CMOS technology with the following parame

ters: Cs =lpF, C/ =lpF, ±1 V swing and common mode voltage shift less than lOOmV in a5V

supply system.

linearity(bit)

14 3^im 2^im

8 16 32 64 128 256 512 MHz
Input Signal Frequency

Fig. 7.1 Achievable Linearity vs. Signal Frequency

7.3 Performance Limitation of a Self-Calibration Pipeline ADC

Pipelined A/D converters consume low power and small area and when combined with

self-calibration techniques have the potential to achieve high-resolution at video speeds inarea

sonable area. The key difficulty lies in the need for ahigh-gain high-speed op amp. Increasing

the resolution requires that the op amp settles to higher accuracy, but the video-speed demands a

very short settling time. These two requirements impose stringent constraints on the op amp

design. The op amp needs to be optimized for both fast settling and high gain. As shown in

Chapter 4, this speed-accuracy tradeoff limits the achievable speed for high-resolution converter.
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From Eq. (4.19), the maximum achievable conversion rate/aw can be expressed as

faw = V "min J <bh

2" AaW+lW

where i4 mi, is the achievable gain of cascode stage biased at AV^, N is the number of bits

resolved, /? is the transition, i.e. unity-gain, frequency of the transistor biased at AVmaxt and

Act is the closed-loop gain. Rg. 7.2 shows the accuracy vs. peak achievable conversion rate for

3um, 2um, lum CMOS technology using a conventional cascode op amp. Other gain boosting

methods, such as use of wideband preamp and positive feedback, may surpass these limits. How

ever, these circuits are hard to design and usually consume quite alot area and power. Although,

self-calibration can be used to compensate for insufficient op amp gain, the linearity will suffer

due tothecurvature of the opamp gain curve, therefore areasonable high gain is still needed.

Accuracy(bit)

4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 Msample/s
Conversion Rate

Fig. 7.2 Accuracy vs. Peak Achievable Conversion Rate

In conclusion, the pipelined A/D converter have the potential to achieve high-resolution at

video speed if the difficulty ofdesigning high-gain high-speed op amp can be solved. Comparing

Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2, it appears that the limits on the T/H linearity is not as sever as the limits on

the peak conversion rate. Therefore, there is room to improve on the conversion rate ofpipelined

A/D converter by using parallel stages or more exotic high-gain high-speed op amp. The proto

type achieves 2.5M sample/s conversion rate in a 3um technology, Since the peak achievable

conversion rate is direcdy proportional to the usable transition, i.e. unity-gain, frequency />, the
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projected performance with constant voltage scaling is shown in Table 7.1, where alum CMOS

technology is projected to reach 20M sample/s in aarea of6mm2.

Technology

Parameters

Measured

3umCMOS

Projected

2umCMOS

Projected

lum CMOS

Supply Voltage 5V SV 5V

Power Consumption lOOmW 150mW 300mW

Silicon Area 25 mm* 12 mm* 6mm'i

Conversion Rate 2.5M sample/s 5M sample/s 20M sample/s

Table 7.1 Projected Performance
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APPENDIX A

SINGLE-ENDED BOTTOM-PLATE T/H CIRCUIT

A more accurate calculation of the single-ended bottom-plate T/H circuit is described

below. The following assumptions are used to approximate the real T/H circuit:

(1) no charge pumping to the substrate,

(2) quasi-static model of MOS switch in the linear region described inSection 2.3.1 isused

through out for the calculation,

(3) the remaining channel charge when the switch enters saturation region is all dumped to

the source side.

The calculation can be separated into two parts, the first part deals with the linear region of

the switch, while the second part deals with the saturation region of the switch. Rg. A.1 shows

an equivalent circuit of the T/H circuit inthe linear region. Assume the input voltage isVdc+si t

and the gate voltage is VH-sg t, where Vpc is the input voltage at f=0, j,- is the slew rate ofthe

inputvoltage and sg is the gate fall rate.

Ci

Cs

V^VDC+Sit*-

+ VC-
QVg=V„-sgt

Fig. A.1 Equivalent Circuit of aSingle-Ended Bottom-Plated T/H inLinear Region
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From Fig. 2.9, KCL equation can be written for the sampling node as

C*S!^l =/, +(C,^,)^ +^C^S^Mi. (A.1)
where Ir is the current flow through the sampling switch M\. The T/H output voltage can be cal

culated in the following two cases:

(A) Positive inputsignal slew rate, i.e. st>0

Since *>0, from Eq. (2.26) we have Vr>0 and V*=Vr. Therefore

Ir =VntYgs-VT-^fWds =p„ (Yg -VrD-4£-)Vr. Substituting this into Eq. (A.1), it can be
rewritten as

SiCS - Cs^~ =Vn(Vg-VT0-^)Vr +(Cp+C,)^-

+fy+Coi)^ +s^+Coi) (A.2)

Define CT=Cs+Ci+Cp+^S-+C0i as the total capacitance at the sampling node and Vht=Vh-Vt0>

Since p„ can be expressed by -£?— from Eq. (2.24), where xis the time constant of the T/H cir

cuit,Eq. (A.2) canbe further simplified as

+ t^f^-v-t^ = ?7

Eq. (A.3) is anonlinear equation with no known closed form solution. In order to obtain aclosed

form solution, we make the following approximations. From Eq. (2.26), we have

v (Q)=f/'fi =rat- Cs_. Because ^4p- is small compared to Vm-sg t for most of the time the
PnVHT Ct *

switch spends in the linear region, we can make an approximation by substituting Vr2 with

Siit£s jjjjg aj^g us t0 have aclose(i form solution for Eq. (A.3). As can be shown from
Ct*

the result ofthe closed form solution, this approximation can be justified. Substituting Vr2, we

get

AV , SiCs-Sg(-f-+C0l) XSj2CS2
TF +WZr^-W' = W + 2V^

dV i Vr siCs-Sgty+Cot)
%- + -Jr-<ym-s*t-^r)Vr = tt (A'3)



where

ao = -*j

^-+C0i
*—Ur~

n - CS

zCs2
Ql 2VmCT*
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= a0 + siai + sra2

Since Vr (0)=*s,- -^-, solving Eq. (A.4), we got

Vr(t) =ve*1^ ^' s«e -T

[aa«|.^V^[^[^-^[V

= ze m < *%F^

[ao+^ai+^2fl2| V-f^ «/ V^ -*/ V

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

§(1-t£> (A.8)

where we define anew variable X=^-. Since -^- is the gate fall time, Xis just the ratio of
zsg sg

the gate fall time to the T/H network time constant. To calculate the voltage across the sampling

switch M1 at t=Ta when the switch enters the saturation region, where Ta isthe aperture time, we

proceed as follows

Since theswitch enters the saturation region when Vg-Vd-VT=Q, wehave

vg(Tayvd(TayvT = vg(Tayvr(TayvTo = vH-sgTa-Vr(TayvTo =0 (a.9)
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The aperture time Ta can becalculated from Eq. (A.9) as follow

T __ Vtrr _ Vr<Jg)
la — _ -

(A.10)

Since -^2k!«-5^, from Eq. (A.10) and Eq. (A.4), afirst order approximation can be used to
>g "s

approximate Vr(Ja) by

where

Vr(^SL)
Vr(7a) = &-i + 1 MrrVm,

1 + z-"ar(ir)* •*• *»«

vA)
1S_

1 + £2. + „fi. + „*£2.
Jo iff •>«>* •»* »s

i - £l _ «^ - Si2—
>8 ' 5*

ngV* +[ao+snn+sfa^*ferf Vf

^ ^ 5g
Uo +^i^l +^2^2J

=[Vr» +SiVr,. +Si2Vri. +*3Vr> +•« ]

b0 = -*i, —£-— \ -yetf •u

T
_ Vm -j-*6*1 <J*Xerf\j

x—•cT—v^rerf V

fci =
xC5

x +>/i««r/
"!T V?

(A.11)

(A.12)

(A.13)



^^W^cF^-r
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T
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(A.14)

where Vro. is the term independent of si, Vr,. is the coefficient ofs: term, VTx. is the coefficient of

si2 and Vry. is the coefficient ofj,-3. The subscript 'V indicated that the coefficients are for si >0

case. Vro., Vr,., Vr* and Vr^ can beexpressed as

v,. =o_a»0 =-(H^Lx^l)^-^-/ Vf
r* ~C7

Vr»-
flo ai

(1 - ^=4*i - ^*o

_,Cj
XT7 <1Jg^V* +(1+2^L)^/

Vrk =

Vr»-

(1 " f4*2 " f*I - j**0Jg 5g Sg

x2Cs2 *
~o?*Vim

X -

%+Coi
(1+2 2~ )

V-^f VT

T3C*3 X.

^1

2AJ^•rf Vf
X

+<fT
VV//TZ 2 M 2 '

+ Xe""2"

(A.15)

(A.16)

(A.17)

(A.18)

Next, wewill calculate the charge injection in the saturation region. From assumption (3) all the

channel charge -^Cg Vds<Ta>-%Vr<Ja) is injected to the source side. In this particular case,
the channel charge is injected to ground and will not affect the T/H output voltage. Since the

charge sampled on the sampling node eventually transfer to the integrating capacitor C/, the final

T/H output voltage can be calculated as
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=-^AcsWriTayViVa)] +(cp+C/)vr(rfl) +Coil Vr(Tay[vr(TayvTrvL~\

=_^J (Cs+Cr+Cp)Vr(Ta) - CS\ Voc+Si Vht VriTg)
>8 •>*

- Coi{VTrVL)\

=--U-CsVoc -Coi<yTrVL) -*£££- +(Cs+Ci+c.WrVo) +||-c,vr<r.)j

, iVdc + tt(V7"Vl) t "^t~~ ~~"cf

= VQa. + ftV„w + s,-2^ + st*V0^ + (A.19)

where VQft. is the term independent of st, V0,. is the coefficient of st and VQl. is the coefficient of

Si2 and V03+ is the coefficient of j,-3. The subscript"+" indicates that the coefficients are for j,- >0

case. V0^, V0,., VQi. and VQi. can beexpressed as

where

Vo = •£- i/ j_ ^o/ /t/ t/ \ {Cs+Ci+Cp) T/
TT

C5 V/x: +-^-(Vt0-Vl)

+(C^Q^) GJ^xJ^^^iVf
T7

(A.20)

v - Cs \ Cs gj%r- —G r>* TT *
CT

v - Cs f_jZ\\ Cs n2

= Cs i Cs
"CT So Tf /+(X)

Cs+Cj+Cpy Cy yl/

$f-+Cot
2-^-7* +

Ct

1+2
~TT~
IX

^l^erf VIf+(X) = Tc

XVr (A.21)

(A.22)

31 e T (A.23)
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is a weak function of X.

Csv- - -cf(w)3(&)3
Cs+Cl+Cp w CT yr/ (A.24)

(B) Negative input signal slew rate, i.e. s-t <0

Since j£<0, from Eq. (2.26) we have Vr<0 and V^^Vr. Therefore

Ir =-P«(V„-VT-i^-)^ =p„(V,-Vr-VT+-^)Vr =p„(V,-VT-i^)Vr and
i l

Vt=VTo+v(V20b +Vr-V2^")=Vr0+^(2OB f7Vr. Define x=^(20b)"t Substituting this into

Eq. (A.1),it canbe rewritten as

dVr _ Vr dVrSiCs - CS^ =P„(V,-V7o-(l+2x)^)Vr +(Cp+d)-^-

+(^-+Coi)^- +sgQ+C0i)

Eq. (A.25) canbe further simplified as

Q
aw 1 V SiCs-sg(^-+Coi)
TT +^^-V-0+2x)^ W

Following the same argument as in si >0 case, we can make an approximation by substituting Vr

with Sj2'^C\ . This allows us to have aclosed form solution for Eq. (A.25). As can be shown
Ct

from the result of the closed form solution, this approximation can be justified. Subsutuung VT ,

we get

dVr 1
SiCs-sg{-j-+C0i) zsi2Cs2+^-{Vm-sgt)Vr = tf +(1+2X)2V^T

dt Win

= a0 + siai + (l+2'x)si2a2

Since Vr (0>*Wi -^-, solving Eq. (A.26), we got

VAt) = xe

s.t

^-trHSiCs_e-^
Ct

(A.25)

(A.26)

(A.27)
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+[a^fll+(l+2^2.2]V^[-/[V^l -«/[V
j j

= ze
*<--&>. Cs „-i

''-CT6

+[aafiia,+(l+2x)ii2a2] VJf" «/ V* -er/ V§H£> (A.28)

To calculate the voltage across the sampling switch Mi at r=Tfl when the switch enters the

saturation region, where Ta isthe aperture time, we proceed as follow:

Since the switch enters the saturation region when Vg -Vd-VT=0, wehave

vg(Tayvd(TayvT = vg(TayvT = vH-s8T,-vT9-%vrcra) = o

The aperture time Ta can be calculated from Eq. (A.9) as follow

T - y«r Vr(Ta)

(A.29)

(A.30)

Since YVr(ra)«-^£-, from Eq. (A.30) and Eq. (A.27), afirst order approximation can be used
s8 S8

to approximate Vr (Ta)by

V,(^L)
^ =x+JL^ik.)sg dt v 5*

i + mi + „m + „» X(H-2X)fl2

! _ 152. _ tlm. - s? X(l+2x)fl2

11 r.|Le-T +[aoM»flrKH«)»i^i]'VT[«/ Vf
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X<*o ..Ttfli ^Xd+2x)fl2 [&o +s.&i +(l+2x)5,-2^2j

=(V^ +J,-Vri. +*2Vr_ +*3Vr_ +- ] (A.31)

where Vro_ is the term independent of si, Vr,_ is the coefficient of st, Vr2. is the coefficient of si2
and Vr> is the coefficient of si3. The subscript"-" indicated that the coefficients are for st <0 case.

Vro_, Vr,_, Vra_ and Vrv can be expressed as

V,. =(1 - *£)*><,

= - (1+2*4^x4^L^v?^fVl

^,. = (1 - *^)*> - xf*o
58 S8

,~Cs
X-CT (HZ^V* +̂ ZtgL^erfU X

T

^ =
*o *i a2(1 - X-^X1+2X)*2 - Xt^i " 0+230X^0

z^s2 4
x*-

(l+2x)(l+2x 2Cr )
V^«/"F1

Vr_ = - (1+2X)X41^2 +(l+2x)X^i

X3Cc3 £c?v^(1+2^t
X
TV^/ V +e

V4 +x*e

(A.32)

(A.33)

(A.34)

(A.35)

Next, we calculate the charge injection in the samration region. From assumption (3) all the
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channel charge -icgV* (Ta >\cg Vr (Ta) is injected to the source side. In this particular case,

the channel charge is injected to the sampling node. Since the charge sampled on the sampling

node eventually transfer to the integrating capacitor C/, the final T/H output voltage can be calcu

lated as

v - -QsV° - TT

=--UcsiVr{TayVi{Ta)] +(C,+C/)vr(rfl) + |vr(ra)

+Coil Vr{Tay[vTo+%vr(TayvL]

Jrl (Cs+C^pWATa) - Cs\ Vpc+Si
'TT

V*r Vr(To)
sg * st>8

- c<,/(vTo-(i-x)^(rfl)-vL) +f cgvr(Ta)\

•M-CsVdc - C0i(VTrVL) - si^^

Cs+Ci+Cp+^Cg Hl-l)Coi SiVr(Ta) +X^CsVr(Ta)\

•Tl{VDC +TT^-Vl) +«^
- Cs+Ct+CP+\cg^Coi ^ _

(Ta)

= VO0. + SiV0,_ + Si2V0l. + *3V0_ + •» (A.36)

where V0(>_ is the term independent of st, V0,. is the coefficient of* and V0a. is the coefficient of
Si2 and V0 is the coefficient of Si3. The subscript,'-" indicates that the coefficients are for s( <0
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case. V0^, V0,., V02_ and V<,,_ can beexpressed as

_ CS
V-=TT

c C^+Cz+Cp+fC^l-X)^VDc+^(VTrVL) % Vro-

Cs
TT Vdc+^-(Vt0-Vl)

Q^^x^^^d^of

Cs+Ci+Cp+fCgHl-^Coi
+ T,

Vf

_ Cs z Cs
Va. =

Ct C5+C/+Cp+4cg+(l-X)C0/
TT

x^.

V^- Cj v'- +*5T*V"-

where

- -x^f*^

fJX) =
^+Cw j d+2*Xl+2*^^)

<?r +*~1+ 2*X

+(i^+i.
CrT

x

De""7

is a weak function of X.

V-*rWT' ^

v - cs /_S_-v3c Cs i3 C5 V'- + XTTA"-

(A.37)

(A.38)

(A.39)

(A.40)

(A.41)
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APPENDIX B

DIFFERENTIAL BOTTOM-PLATE T/H CIRCUIT

Using the results obtained in Appendix A,the output voltage ofadifferential bottom-plate

T/H circuit can be calculated by combining Eq. (A. 19) and Eq. (A.36). In order to make the

analysis complete, we will also include the effect ofmismatch ofcapacitors and switch. Assume

the sampling capacitors, gate capacitors, overlap capacitors, integrating capacitors and "total"

capacitors are (l±Acs)Cs, d±Act)Cg, (HAcJC./, (1±AC/)C/ and (l±Acr)CT respectively, and

the time constants, gate fall rates, and V^r's are (1+AOx, (1+A^ and (1±AVhtWht respec

tively. The differential voltage VQtlJ sampled on the two sampling nodes can be calculated by

using the results from Appendix A, since the differential configuration is equivalent to two

single-ended case driven by Vpc+sit and -V^c-flr. respectively. The differential T/H output

voltage VQsft can be calculated inthe following two cases:

(A) Positive input signal slew rate, si>0

Since st > 0, from Eq. (2.26), we have Vr+>0 and Vr.<0. From Eq. (A.19) and (A.31), the

differential T/H output voltage can be calculated as follow

*°*u = ^o. ~~ v0.

where

= V0, + SiV0, + Si2V02 + Si*V0i +

Vo0 = Vo^-Vo^

- <>Cs
= 2

TT
Voc+iAc-Ac^^TrVL)

X
T+2(Acf+AT+AJf-Ac,)^(l+^^X^^)^Wif^/ V

(B.l)

(B.2)
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V0, = (l+At+Acs-Av^-AcrWo^+d-Ai-Acs+Avn+AcrWo,.

V0i = (l+2At+2ACs-2AvHr-2AcT)V0at-(l-2Ar-2Ac5+2Av<ir+2Acr)V0a.

=-^i^(l+A^2Ac,-Ac-AcT-A,,)/+[(l-Av/fr+Ax+AJf)x]

- x(l-At-2ACs+AC/+Acr+A,j)/-[(l+Avlir-A^A,t)xj L

(B.3)

(B.4)

V0, = (l+3A^3Acr3Av„-3AcT)V0>+(l-3Ar3Acs+3Av„+3AcT)Vo^ (B.5)

and V0^, V0,., V02., V0y. are evaluated using (l+Acs)Cs, (l+Acf)C/, (l+Acr)Acr, (l+\)sg,

(l+Av^Vur, (1+Ax)t and V0<i_, V0l_, V0i_, V*_ are evaluated using (1-Aq)C5, (l-Ac,)C/,

(l-AcT)Acr, (1-A5, )^, (1-AvJVht, (l-A^.

(B) Negative inputsignal slewrate, si<0

Since sL <0, from Eq. (2.26), we have Vr+<0 and Vr>0. From Eq. (A.31) and (A. 19), the

differential T/H output voltage can be calculated as follow

Vo„ =Vo. - Vo. = VO0 +SiV0, +Si2V0i +*3V0J +- (B.6)

where

VO0 = Vo^-Vo^

~ 0Cs Vzjc-KA^-Ac^-^-^-Vl)

+2(Ac,+At+A,-AC/)^(l+^)(^)x.W^/fVf
V0l = (l-AirAcs+AvHT+AcT)Vo,.+(l+&z+&cs-*vlfr-*cT)Vo,_

V02 = (l-2Ar2Acs+2Avm+2ACr)Voi.^\+2Ax+2Acr2Avm-2AcT)Vo2_

=_^^^J(l-Ar-2ACs+AC/+Acr+A,,)/+[(l+Avwr-'At-A,r)x]

(B.7)

(B.8)
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- X(l+A<4-2Acs-AcrAcT-A,|)/-[(l-Avwr+A1+A,f)x] I (B.9)

V0, =(l-3^3^I+3Avw+3^)V^+(l+3M-3^f-3AiW-3A^)V0>. (B.10)

where Vo,., VQ,., V03., V0j+ are evaluated using (\-Acs)Cs, (l-Ac,)C/, (l-AcT)ACr, (l-AJf>g,

(I-Av^^ot, (1-AJt and V0o_, V0,_, V02_, V0j_ are evaluated using (l+Acs)Cs, (l+Ac,)C/.

(l+AcJAcr, (l+AJf)^, (l+AvJVjrr, (1+AOr,
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APPENDIXC

DIFFERENTIALBOTTOM-PLATET/HCIRCUITWITH

ASINGLESAMPLINGSWITCH

UsingthesameassumptionsasinAppendixAandfollowingthesameprocedure,amore

accuratecalculationofthedifferentialT/Hcircuitwithasinglesamplingswitchisdescribed

below.Inordertomaketheanalysiscomplete,wewillalsoincludetheeffectofmismatchof

capacitorsandswitches.Assumethesamplingcapacitors,integratingcapacitors,parasiticcapa

citorsandgate-drainoverlapcapacitorsare(l±Acs)Cs,(l±Ac,)Cp,(l±Aca)C0iand(l±Ac,)C/

respectively.Theequivalentcircuitofadifferentialbottom-plateT/Hcircuitwithasinglesam

plingswitchisshowninFig.C.l.

(l+Acs)Cs

Vi^VDC+Sit*

+V,c+

+v...

V^Voc-Sit*

(l-Acs)Cs

(l+Acf)C/

(1+AcJC,

^-Hl+AcJCoi

-^-+d-ACfl()C0/ \/

Vs
las

(l-AcJCp

(l-Ac,)C/

>Vg=VH-sgt

Fig.CIEquivalentCircuitofDifferentialT/HCircuitwithaSingleSamplingSwitch

FromFig.CI,wecanwriteKCLequationsforthepositiveandnegativesamplingnodeinEq.
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(CI) and Eq. (C.2) respectively.

(\+Acs)Csd{\Vd) - /* +[d+Ac^Cp+d+Ac^C/] dVd
ST

Z^+d+AcJCoi d(yd-vg)
3r~

(l-Ac^Cs^^ =-las +[d-Ac^C.+d-Ac^C;] ^

-^-+d-Ac<-)Co/ ^(V,-Vg)

(CI)

(C.2)

where we define V^=Vd+Vs and CV=Cs+C/+-f-+Cp. Summing Eq. (CI) and Eq.(C2)

together, we have

dV
•^r - -2s, c + CsUc.Sijrp

AcsCs+AcQ+AcCp+AcCpi dVgs (C.3)

The differential T/H output voltage V^ can be calculated in the following two cases:

(A) Positive input signal slew rate, i.e. si>0:

For Si > 0, from Eq. (2.51), we have V*>0. Express las as a function of V* and V£, we

have

V*/* =hWg-V.-Vr^f-W* = P„ V*vH-sgt-vs-(vT,+xvsy^

= Pn V/n^^H^H^* V*

Subtraa Eq. (C1) from Eq. (C.2) and combine with /* from Eq. (C.4), we get

dV* . 1
~3T + WF

Vw-^r-K^+^V^V^ V*

_siCs-sg ACetCoi AcsCs+Ac,C,+AcCp+Ac«Cot dV^
= 2 ^ CT 3*~

v*

(C.4)

(C.5)



Integrating Eq. (C.3), we get

Vjfi) - VS(°) = " 2
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%+Col
S'—Cf—

a Cs

_ ACsCs+AclCI+AcCp+ACclCol [y^yy^ (C6)

where Vy(0)=0 because the two common mode reset switches reset both sampling node just

before the sampling switch turns off. Since V* (0)=2siZ-^- Combining Eq. (C.5) and Eq. (C6)
r 2

and approximate the term V* 2in Eq. (C5) by 4si*^2(-^r). we have

W* A 1 m ' cVw 9iL^I^AL AcCs+Ac^z+AcCp+AcC/ ^£

where

and

........x AcC^+Ac.Q+AcCp+AcCo/
X+U+XJ ^r VhtCt*

%+Co/
s.' = So - (1+x)

a Cs

t, - x/ ,« •..x (bCsCs+bcCp+AcCoi). „fr
V/iT = Vw - (1+X) frr —*T7VT? —*"TF

Combine Eq. (C.3) with Eq. (C7), wecan rewrite Eq. (C.7) as follow

(CI)

(C.8)

(C.9)

tsg [(^+Cot)(AcsCs+AClCI+AcCp+Ac0,ColyAColCoiCT} +^Cj
cr

xi (i iJ(Ag-c^^c^c^^Co/) TsihCs1
VhtCt*



where

Ao = 2
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= AQ + SiA i + Si2(A2+A2)

zsg [(£*-+Coi)(AcsCs+Ac,CI+AcCp+AcelCoiyAcclCoiCT]
l c?

^=2£

A2 = -2x
zCs2

A< ,AcsCs+Ac.Ci+AcCp+AcCoi zCs
A2 = -2(l+x) tt-* TT-7

VhtCt'

Solving Eq. (CIO), we get

V*(D =T*2ty'V" v" 4 Ao +*Ai +Si2(A^A{)\

Vs- -/ V Vm
2zsgVm

-erf V Vht' 0-#-02xsg V//r Vot-

V«r*

+ 25|^"2w«v-
•cr

= xe Ao +stAi +5i2(A2+A2)J

V rcX' Vw
«/ V -«/ V«&^>

Cs .TTS"
Ct

(CIO)

(Cll)

(C.12)

(C.13)

(C.14)

(C.15)
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where we define anew variable X=^U. Since -M- is the gate fall time modified to correct
zsg sg

the effea of mismatch and charge injection, X' is the ratio of modified gate fall time to the T/H

network timeconstant The switch enters the saturation region attime t=Ta whenVg-Vd-VT=0,

we have

vgcrayvd(TayvT =vg(Tayvd(Tay[vTonVs(Ta)\

The aperture time Ta can be calculated from Eq. (CI6) as follow

Ta = Yd- - (c+c')i^i

.. 1 . y x(AcsCs+Acd+AcCp+A^Coi)
c^T t} Ti

to approximate V& (Ta) by

V*(7a) = ___Jg__
H (c+c') ^(v«r )

sg dt sg

V^^-)
l+S£±$l[A<,¥SiA i+^2(A2+A2)]

=jl_ic^^o+^Ai+^2(A2+A2)] U2si
Cs ,TT^
TFe

+[a0 +SiAi +*,HAiM2S|-V^l^ref/ Vt"§F

(C16)

(C.17)

where c=-j-f md "^-^^ *" " " ' -• '' r—i=— Since

(c+c/)V^^<,^«VtfT , from Eq. (C.16) and Eq. (CIO), afirst order approximation can be used



where

5n =
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=|l_l£±^j"A(Tf^Ai+^2(A2+A2)]i[Bo +SiBi +sftBT+B^

= V*, + SiV^ + ji2VAl + j,-3V*, + -

zsg [(^-+Coi XAcCs+AcCi+AcCp+AcCoiyAcCoi CT]
2 CT*

v nX' Vmy-erfTvm V X' Vht'
2 Vht

fli = 2%
Cs
TT

X'Vm:^ +̂ ^fV
Z2Cc2 V^fWV X' Vht'

2 Vht

B2 - -2(l+x) t^V^CF"CT

V < X'Vm
TThT

(C.18)

(C.19)

(C.20)

(C.21)

(C.22)

where T?' fo^f/^is adimensionless quantity used to gauge the performance of the T/H
Vht Ct 2Vht

circuit The smaller this quantity, i.e. smaller time constant t, smaller input signal slew rate si

and larger gate overdrive VHT etc., the lower the distortion. Also, V&, is the term independent of

™i-£~, VdSl is the coefficient of y^r£p V*. is the coefficient of i-^%f) «* v*> *

the coefficient of i-^r%f) •v*0. v*.« v*2 ^ v*ican* ^presented as



V*a =

V*, =

l-(c+c') Ao

l-(c+c')^
58
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Bo (C.23)

>.A
BHc+c^Bo (C.24)

Vas, =
l_(c+c')io (g^^+c^fiHc+c^^-^Bo (C25)

V*. =^+c'A(B2+B2V(c+c')^2iB1 (C26)
^ 58

Next, we will calculate the charge injection in the saturation region. From assumption (3) in

Appendix Aall the channel charge -\cg V*(7*a)=^|-V*(7*a) is injected to the source side. In
this particular case, the channel charge is injected to the negative sampling node. Since the charge

sampled on the sampling node eventually transfer to the integrating capacitor C/, the final dif

ferential T/H output voltage canbe calculated as

Vosu =-TraL^(l+Ac,)C^^^

My+Acjc0i\vd(Tayvg(Tayv^ I

d-Ac,)C5 [Vs (Ta yVi.(Ta)]+[ (l-Ac^Cz+d-Ac,)^] Vs (Ta)

-\cgvds(Taw\-Ac^Coi\ys(Tayvg(TayvL \

=-M(Cs+Cp^oi+jCg)Vds(TayCs(2VDc+2siTa)

+[(Ac-Ac^C^Ac-Ac^C^Ac^-Ac^Co/j VjiTa y2(ACel-Ac,)Coi (VHsg Ta -VL )|

(l-Ac^Q

=-^W -2C5VDC+(C5+Cp+C^+|-Cg)V^(ra)--2^iCs-^(Acfl,-Ac/)C0/j YsC-icW*^

Q
r 1 Sg(^-+CoiySiAcsCs^^(Ac-Ac^Cs^Ac-Ac^Cp^Ac^-Ac^Co/j * ^ YmL-(c+c')^Bl
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-2(ACat-ACl)Coi<yH-VL)\

=V0,+SiV0,+Si2V02+Si3V0,+-(C.27)

whereV0,isthetermindependentofsitVQ,isthecoefficientofj,-,Vq%isthecoefficientofs{*and

V0sisthecoefficientofs^.

ItcanbeshownthatV0,andVQ2havethefollowingform:

V=2^£-Vjx-KA^-Ac^^j-CVV.-Vl)

+2**
(•%-+C«f)-Ar

Co/
TT^ZferfV?

=2^-[voc+V*//«,]

whereVoffsetistheinput-referredoffsetandcanbeexpressedas

Voffset=(Ac,-Ac,)5^(V70-Vl)

tW-rWV

and

"»,=-*»-*>th-&

X
T

(C.28)

(C.29)

(C.30)

(B)Negativeinputsignalslewrate,i.e.Si<0:

Forst<0,fromEq.(2.57),wehaveV*<0.Express/*asafunctionofV*andV£,we

have

/*=Pn(V*-V«*-Vr+%M*=p
V*

V//-^MWVr.^H-fV*

=P*Vw-^M-^+^v^v^V*(C.31)
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Subtract Eq. (CI) from Eq. (C.2) and combine with/* from Eq. (C.25), we get

dVgs . 1
~3T + WhT

VHTSgt^+fyV^V* V*

.SiCs-SgAcCoi AcCs+AcQ+AcCp+AcCoi dVz
2 T? T? 3T

(C.32)

Since V^O^.t-S- Combining Eq. (C.32) and Eq. (C.6) and approximate the term V*2 in
'TF

Eq. (C.32) by 4j1-2t2(-S^) ,we have

W* a. 1 n, ' c',w - 9ii^£ZS£^£fL ^Cs+^cCi+AcC^Ac^oi &Y,
Tf TT

.. ^sCs+^cCi+AcCp+AcCoi
X-d+X) •£?

2si2zCs2
VhtCt*

Combine Eq. (C.3) with Eq. (C.33), wecan rewrite Eq. (C.33) as follow

(C.33)

zsg [(%-+Coi)(AcsCs+AclCI+AcCp+AcolCoiyAc«CoiCT] Sics
= 2 = =T-Tf " + Z-7T"

Cr cf

,,_,_ x(AcCs+AcQ+AcCp+AcCoi)
X-d+X) £i

~ Ao + siAi + Si2(-A2+A2')

Solving Eq. (C.34), we get

2si2zCs2
VhtCt*

v*(0 = Te2xr'Vwr v- ••>]Ao + 5iAi + s,-z(-A2+A2

Vt£--W W
2zsg Vht

-erf V VOT'
d-^-02zsgVmKl Vht

(C.34)



Cs p 2wfV„
Tfe+ 2si-7?-e
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JMJta-J^)*
= ze m v«- 4[Ao +SiAi +^2(-A2+A2)]

V itX' Vht
~^~Vh7

erf V X' V//r'
1 Vht

Cs ^T'7ZT-+ 2*-^

-erf VTThT^VhT0

The switch enters thesaturation region attime t-Ta when Vg-Vs-VT^, wehave

vg(Tayvs(TayvT =v,(i<.)-vx(T«)-[vr04aVrf(r«)]

=vOT.-*ra^[VI(rfl)-v*(ra^ =o
The aperture timeTa can be calculated from Eq. (C36) as follow

Ta mYsL - (-c+c')i^2ki

(C.35)

(C.36)

(C.37)

Since (-c+c) V*(Tfl) «^g^, from Eq. (C.36) and Eq. (C.34), afirst order approximation can

be used to approximate V* (Ta) by

v**)
V*(r„) =

s» or 5»

V*(^£-)
l+(-c-y)[A0+^A i+5i2(-A2+A2)]

=jl-Izli^l^o+^A^VAi+Ai)] U2si%-e~*-^
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+[a0 +SiAi +SiH-A^A,)]^^-^erf ^\^

=jl-Il£i^^o+^A1+5;2(-A2+A2)]|[Bo +*Bi +SiH-B^B^

= Vas, + SiV^ + Si2V^ + 5i3VA, + ••• (C.38)

where Vas, is the term independent of sit V*, is the coefficient of Si, V*2 is the coefficient of j,-2
and V*, is the coefficient ofst3. V*,, V*,, V*, and V*, can be represented as

V*0 =
,.A<X^-c+c')^ B, (C.39)

V^, =
,JBi-(c+c')^iB0 (C.40)

V*a = ^gtfaX-c^^BH-c^^^^Bo (C41)

V*, =̂ '̂)^(-B2+B2H^ '̂)-^f^5i <C42>
Next, we will calculate the charge injection in the saturation region. From assumption (3) in

Appendix Aall the channel charge ^Cg V*(Tfl) is injected to the source side. In this particular

case, the channel charge is injected to the positive sampling node. Since the charge sampled on

the sampling node eventuaUy transfer to the integrating capacitor Ct, the final differential T/H

outputvoltagecanbe calculated as

,w =_TT_^J(l+Ac,)C,[^(Ta)-Vi.(ra)|+[(l+Ac,)C,-Kl+Ac,)C,]vii(r<,)
v.

-Ki+ACi)C<„[v(i(r1I)-vJ!(r(,)+Vt]+|-civ<lt(T<,)
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(l-Ac,)C7
(l-ACs)C5[V,(Ta^L(ra)]+[(l-Ac/)C/+(l-Acp)Cp]vJ(ra)

-^CgVds(TaM^-^JCoi[Vs(TayVg(TayVL^ i

=̂^(Cs+Cp^oi+^Cg)Vds(TayCs(2VDc+2siTa)

+\(Acs-ACl)Cs+(AcrAcl)CpHAca-Acl)Coi^ VJ(Tay2(Actl-Acl)Coi(VH-sgTa-VL) >

=--^iJ ^CsV/xr^Cs+Cp+Coz+l-C^^^^^iC^-^^A^-Ac^Co/J
Sg S8

sg£j-+C0iysiAcsCs^[(Ac^-Ac^Cj^Ac^-Ac^C^A^-Ac^Co/j *~ ^ v^^i^kl

^(Ac-AcJCoiWh-Vl)

= V0, + SiV0, + Si2V02 + Si3V0i + ~ (C.43)

where VQ, is the term independent of*,-, VQ, is the coefficient ofst, V02 is the coefficient of Si2 and

V0, isthe coefficient ofSi3.

It can beshown that VQ, and V02 have the following form:

v = 1X3-v°* lTf VDc+(Ac.-Acf)-§-(Vro-^)

+ 2 **r—n ^TT Vg^^erf V?

=2-^-[VdC +Voffsei\
where Voffset is the input-referred offset and can be expressed as

(C.44)
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ColVoffset = (/k--^c,)-cf-C^r,-VL)

+ 2 *Ct 7% ^"TT zs ^l^rerfs VT"1

and

^ =2<Hc)£^£

v X
T

(C.45)

(C.46)
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